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The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(1989)

has identified problem solving as a major goal of school
mathematics.

Arithmetic word problem solving is difficult

for children.

The primary cause of this difficulty is not

computational,

as once believed,

but representational.

Children have difficulty understanding and representing the
information in the problem.
The purpose of this study is to design,

implement,

and

evaluate a constructivist instructional approach to help
children be successful arithmetic word problem solvers.

It

is a three week meaning-based approach to problem writing
implemented by the teacher in a third grade classroom in a
college laboratory school.

The approach has children

working collaboratively to author their own word problems.

vi 1

Children write math "stories" based on their everyday
experiences.

The children then write different types of

math stories, along the lines of the typology similar to
that proposed by Riley, Greeno,

& Heller

(1983).

Children

next explore how these math stories can be turned into
problems by deriving the many questions that can be asked
from any one story, making it into several problems.
Subsequent instruction introduces the idea of multi-step,
multi-type story problems.

The instructional approach is

guided by the important underpinnings in constructivist
theory of the need for discourse,

collaboration,

and

knowledge construction.
This dissertation is an empirical study, qualitative
and descriptive in nature. My field notes, videotapes, and
audiotapes of each day's session,

and the children's oral

and written work provide the raw data for the study.

The

schematic knowledge necessary to understand arithmetic word
problems and Riley, Greeno,
typology

(1983)

and Heller's word problem

serve as the theoretical frameworks for the

analysis of the data.
The data show that children construct the schematic
knowledge necessary to understand word problem structure
across problem types, knowledge they did not have at the
outset of the study.

The stories and problems the children

vm

create collaborate.vely and the questions and discussions the
children and the teacher pursue together in the spirit of
mathematical discourse demonstrate that this approach holds
promise as a basis for robust, meaning-based instruction in
arithmetic word problem solving.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(1989)

has identified problem solving as a major goal of school
mathematics.

Nearly all

schools include arithmetic word

problems in their math curricula.

The research in

arithmetic word problem solving tells us that problem
solving is difficult for children
1983;

Carpenter,

of Mathematics,

& Moser,
1989).

Greeno,

& Heller,

1983; National Council of Teachers

Children's difficulty with word

problems is not computational,
representational.

(Riley,

as once believed,

but

Children have difficulty understanding

and representing the information in the problem.

The

difficulty that many children encounter in arithmetic
problem solving in their younger years often leads to a
downhill

slide in problem solving throughout their years of

schooling,

leading to frustration,

lack of confidence,

and

avoidance in problem solving activity.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to design,

implement,

and

evaluate a constructivist instructional approach to help

2

children become successful arithmetic word problem solvers.
This study, once evaluated and refined, will serve to inform
further instructional research in arithmetic word problem
solving.
Rationale for the Study
Studies of instruction intended to improve children's
word problem solving performance are fewer than those
attempting to explain what cognitive processes children need
to have to solve word problems.

The instructional studies

are also less likely to turn up in journals; rather,

they

appear in the form of project reports, dissertations, and
conference proceedings.

This is due, perhaps,

to a notion

that instructional studies are premature while more basic
questions remain unanswered;

however,

the fact remains that

there is a real need to bridge the gap between basic
research in cognitive theory and educational practice.
Certainly the work of Carpenter,

Hiebert,

& Moser

(1983),

which shows first grade children's performance on word
problems being better before receiving instruction in
arithmetic, underscores the need for teachers to understand
better the transition from informal to formal mathematics
and improve problem solving instruction.
The call for instructional research in mathematics
education is well-stated by Romberg and Carpenter

(1986):

3

We currently know a great
deal more about how children
learn mathematics than we
know about how to apply this
knowledge to mathematics
instruction.

Research is

clearly needed to explore how
knowledge of children's learning
of mathematics can be applied to
the design of instruction

(p.859).

My dissertation addresses this call by attempting to
bridge the gap between the cognitive research in arithmetic
word problem solving and the instructional practice in this
domain.
Background for the Problem
A
problems
1984;

significant
has

been

Carpenter,

amount

and

Hiebert,

Corte and Verschaffel,
and

Richards,

is

1992;

of

being

Kintsch

1977;

Riley

Heller,

1983;

Silverman,

Sowder,

1988;

and

Vergnaud,

done

& Moser,

1981;

Katriel,

research

on

arithmetic word

(Briars

1983;

and

Cummins,

Fuson and Willis,
and

Greeno,

Greeno,

1988;

Winograd,
1982;

&

Willis

Larkin,
1991;

1989;

1985;
Riley,

and

Kliman

Nesher
Greeno,

Strohauer,
Fuson,

De

and
&

1992;
1988;

4

Winograd,
foci:

The major

children
focus

1992;

need

has

to

been

Wolters,
focus
have
to

1983).

has
to

been

solve

improve

This
to

research

explain

two

what knowledge

word problems.

children's

has

The

problem

other

solving

performance through instruction.
The Cognitive Research on Arithmetic Word Problems
A major research focus in arithmetic word problems,
specifically addition and subtraction word problems, has
been to explain what knowledge children need to have to
solve word problems.

Central to this knowledge is the

relationship of problem structure to problem comprehension
and solution. Research that attempts to explain how children
solve word problems has highlighted the issue of children's
understanding the problem.

Children's difficulty with word

problems is not computational,
representational.

as once believed, but

Children have difficulty understanding

and representing the information in the problem.
an arithmetic word problem,

the student must 1.)

To solve
comprehend

the information contained in the word problem; 2.)

translate

that understanding into a representation of the
relationships among quantities in the problem; and,
3.)

perform the required operations on those quantities.

Steps one and two present the greatest difficulty for
children.

5

The research on what knowledge children need to have to
be successful word problem solvers tells us that
1. )

arithmetic word problems are difficult for children;

2. )

the difficulty children have with these word problems is

representational, not computational; 3.)

there are different

types of word problems and within each type there are subtypes

(see

nature of

Appendix

4.)

the unknown affect

word problems;
solvers

A);

and,

5.)

the

type

of

problem

the

the performance difficulty of

successful

arithmetic word problem

possess

knowledge

structures

that

(type,

sub-type,

nature

the

schemata

and

of

reflect

problem

unknown).

This

cognitive research in arithmetic word problem solving ought
to guide

the design

of

instructional

interventions

to help all students embark on an enlightened,

created

informed path

to successful word problem solving.
The Instructional Research on Arithmetic Word Problems
Some
children's
cognitive
these

of

the

instructional

representational
research

studies

focus

in

studies

processes

arithmetic

on

the

model

These

studies

instruction)

use

with

by

word

drawings
children

to

building

problems.

relationship

about problem structure and solution
1989).

attempt

between

enhance
on
Many

the
of

knowledge

(see Fuson and Willis,
or

models

to

(schematic

highlight

relationship of problem structure to problem solution.

the
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The part-whole schema,
Riley,

Greeno,

& Heller

theorized by Resnick

(1983)

(1983)

and

to underlie children's

performance on a variety of problem types, has played a
prominent role in other instructional studies
and Verschaffel,

1981; Wolters,

1983).

(see De Corte

Both part-whole and

schematic model instructional methods aim to teach children
specific procedures for representing and solving particular
types of problems.
These instructional studies confirm that children can
learn to recognize problem structure; however,

the effects

of the instruction are narrow and lack transfer.
studies have a number of shortcomings.

Among these

shortcomings are small numbers of subjects,
of drawings,

The

inconsistent use

and limitation to single operation problems

that can often be solved using an incorrect drawing.
Another body of instructional research in this domain
focuses on students generating their own arithmetic word
problems in a writing-centered approach
Richards,

1992;

Winograd,

1992).

Silverman, Winograd,

(see Kliman and

& Strohauer,

1992;

These researchers cite the writing process

research as their theoretical foundation.

In these studies,

students are encouraged to create their own word problems
based on daily experiences.

Students work together,

discuss, and solve each other's problems.

Anecdotal data

7

showing high student engagement,

the creation of personally

meaningful and motivating problems,

and improved student

attitudes toward mathematical problem solving are cited as
promising outcomes of this instructional research.

These

studies point to the power of constructivist learning and
teaching.
Many of the current instructional recommendations for
arithmetic word problem solving are based on Polya's theory
of problem solving
problem solving:

(1957).
1.)

Polya presented a scheme for

Understand the problem; 2.)

plan for solving it; 3.)

Solve it; and,

4.)

Create a

Check your work.

A variety of newer elementary school mathematics texts
reflect the use of Polya's scheme for problem solving
instruction.

It is, however,

1): Understand the problem,

that presents the most difficulty for teaching and learning.
Textbooks instruct children to "restate the problem in
your own words" or they pose the question "what is the
problem asking you to do?"

Telling children to "understand

the problem" is meaningless unless instruction is directed
at helping children acquire that understanding.
The Centrality of Knowledge Construction in
Mathematics Education
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Standards

(1989)

provide a direction and framework for

8

mathematics curriculum and pedagogy that highlights that
centrality of personal knowledge construction in the
development of mathematical thinking.

The Standards

emphasize problem solving, mathematical reasoning,
world applications,

real-

communication about mathematics,

integration of mathematical topics,

student collaboration,

and the use of manipulatives and technology.

The

Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics

(NCTM,

1989)

advocate structuring classroom learning experiences to
encourage students'

conjecturing,

inventing,

and problem

solving and to foster a climate of mathematical discourse.
The document further advocates that standards of
mathematical evidence form the basis for correctness rather
than the teacher being viewed as the absolute authority for
right answers.
Traditional mathematics education is dominated by the
transmission, or absorption,
(Clements and Battista,

theory of teaching and learning

1990).

The transmission theory has

its roots in behaviorist and associationist principles which
espouse the belief that knowledge is incrementally increased
in a strictly bottom up fashion, by receiving many separate
bits of information.

In school settings,

teachers and

textbooks are the givers of these bits of information
(facts,

skills, and concepts); students are the receivers.

9

"Learning procedures"

(e.g., how to compute)

and "getting

the answer right" are the goals most teachers have for their
students,

and in turn, most students have for themselves in

a mathematics classroom guided by transmission principles of
teaching and learning.

In these classrooms, mathematics is

viewed as the quintessential, well-structured discipline
guided by absolutes,

i.e.

right or wrong answers.

Individual paper and pencil practice, drill,

and

memorization are the preferred instructional activities in
such classrooms.
The last decade or so has seen a move from the
transmission theory of teaching and learning to the
transactional theory; that is,

learning as an active process

of meaning-making and personal knowledge construction.

This

view of learning is also referred to as "constructivism".
Modern cognitive theory has informed the transactional
theory of learning.

Cognitive theorists and scientists

believe that people acquire knowledge by actively
constructing it,
source,

e.g.,

not by "receiving it" from an outside

a teacher or textbook.

constructivist theory,

experts say,

"The key tenet of
is that people learn by

actively constructing knowledge, weighing new information
against their previous understanding,
working through discrepancies

■s.

thinking about and

(on their own and with
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others),

and coming to a new understanding"

(ASCD, March

1992, p.4).
In classrooms faithful to constructivist beliefs,
students engage in meaningful and purposeful activity that
promotes exploration,

invention,

conjecture, discussion,
short,

collaboration,

and debate

(Forman,

explanation,

in press); in

students are active in ways that enhance knowledge

construction.

In such classrooms,

instruction aims to build

on the informal and existing understandings of children by
encouraging them to make their own sense of new stimuli or
information.

Reflecting on,

revising,

and refining one's

own thinking in a setting of social discourse and peer
collaboration characterizes a constructivist classroom.

In

these classrooms, mathematics is viewed as a discipline open
to argumentation, debate,
the words of Resnick

and negotiation of meaning; or,

(1988), mathematics is "treated as an

ill-structured discipline":

...we urgently need to begin
investigating possibilities
for teaching mathematics as
if it were an ill-structured
discipline.

That is, we need

to take seriously, with and for
young learners,

the propositions

in
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that mathematical

statements can

have more than one interpretation,
that interpretation is the
responsibility of every individual
using mathematical expressions,

and

that argument and debate about
interpretations and their implications
are as natural in mathematics as they
are in politics or literature

(p.33).

Proposed Approach To The Problem
This dissertation is an instructional

study conducted

in a third grade class over a three week period.

It is a

meaning-based approach to problem solving to be implemented
by the classroom teacher.

The study involves children

collaborating as authors of word problems.
empirical

study.

It is an

The study is aimed at helping children

construct the knowledge to understand and represent
arithmetic word problems;

i.e.,

to help children develop

flexible strategies for building representations across a
wide variety of arithmetic word problems.

The approach is

designed to lead children to construct specific knowledge
about arithmetic word problems and their structure.

The participants in the study were twenty third grade
students,

ten girls and ten boys,

and their teacher.

The
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site was the Smith College Campus School, a laboratory
school

(preschool through grade six),

Northampton, Massachusetts.

at Smith College in

The classroom was a

heterogeneous mix, as are all the classes in the School.
This class was the most culturally diverse group in the
School at this time

(25% minority).

Third graders were

chosen as participants in this study because 1.)

it was

expected that they had had considerable exposure to and
practice with the concepts of addition and subtraction, and
2.) most of the children were confident and able writers.
The instruction was carried out over a three week
period; each day's session was about forty five minutes
long.

The classroom teacher delivered the instruction.

I

provided the teacher with detailed instructional plans for
each day and all the materials.
The instructional approach highlights problem structure
and type.

It centers on children writing their own math

stories and math story problems

(previously referred to as

arithmetic word problems in this chapter).

The

instructional design considers the learners1 prior
experiences with and knowledge about arithmetic word
problems.

Beginning the instruction with questions such as

"What's an arithmetic word problem?" and "Where do you think
arithmetic word problems come from?" encourages children to
articulate, examine,

and reflect on what they know and what

they think they know about word problems.

The instruction

continues by building on what children already know about
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arithmetic word problems, or, as I am calling them, math
story problems, by leading children to explore the notion
that math story problems come from math stories,
they encounter daily.

like those

I define "math story" as any story or

event that has to do with quantities or amounts.
story has numbers in it.

A math

Having children develop the notion

of a math story forms the beginning for the instructional
approach.
I want children to construct for themselves the
knowledge to understand and represent math story problems.
My instructional scheme leads children to explore more fully
the connection between math stories and math story problems
by having children create their own original stories with
accompanying problems in collaborative pairs.

The sequence

and the content of the instruction is determined by the
cognitive theory underlying the schematic knowledge of math
story problems

(see Appendices A and B) .

It seems a plausible hypothesis that through this
process of inventing/creating stories and problems with
partners,

children are actively constructing their own

representational schemata,

or schematic knowledge,

that they

will be able to use for interpreting and solving any math
story problem.

Children have to think about meaning, about

the structure and the relationship between and among
quantities when they’re writing their own stories and
problems. As discussed earlier,

the literature is conclusive

in showing that successful word problem solvers among

14

children are those with sophisticated knowledge of word
problem schema
Schute,

(e.g., Briars and Larkin,

& Pellegrino,

1984; Morales,

1985; Riley, Greeno,

At the heart of this knowledge is 1.)

& Heller,

1983).

that there are

different types of arithmetic word problems and,

2.)

that

within each type of word problem there is a variety of subtypes, depending on the position of the unknown

(see

Appendix A).
This study will serve to inform the development of a
more refined instructional approach in arithmetic word
problem solving.

It is guided by the important

underpinnings in constructivist theory of the need for
discourse,

collaboration,

and

knowledge construction.

These important principles served as the road map for the
instruction, but it was critical that flexibility in the
instructional scheme be maintained throughout the study.
The schematic knowledge underlying arithmetic word
problems provided direction.

This direction

emerged and

was informed by the analysis of the children's oral and
written work each step of the way.

The precise pace and

direction of each day's instruction were shaped by the
children's engagement in and response to the previous day's
instruction and content.
Chapter III describes the specific strategies of data
collection and analysis.
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Delimitations
The intent of this dissertation is to develop an
instructional approach and to study its application/outcomes
in a naturalistic classroom setting in order to ascertain
whether further work and refinement in the approach is
warranted.

There will be no control groups.

It is an

exploratory study, qualitative in nature.
I am the designer, observer,
instructional approach.
potential bias,

and evaluator of the

In order to address issues of

I discussed and reviewed all instructional

plans, observations of children and instruction, and
analyses of these observations and children's work with four
people:

the classroom teacher,

the School,

the curriculum director at

the principal, and a faculty member in the

Education Department at the College.
The site for the study is a laboratory school on a
college campus.

Teacher-designed curriculum is the norm in

this school and includes an emphasis on problem solving so
that the curriculum I introduced was not foreign to the
children. One third grade classroom was studied.
it was a heterogeneously grouped class,

Although

the student

population was essentially middle to upper middle class
economically.

The results and conclusions of the study,

therefore, are particular to this setting and population.
One recommendation for further research is to conduct the
study in public schools with less affluent student

16

populations and where the norm is textbook-driven curricula
rather than teacher-designed curriculum.

Preview Of Dissertation
This dissertation includes five chapters,
and a bibliography.
problem,

problem.

Chapter I details the statement of the

the purpose of the study,

for the problem,

appendices,

the rationale, background

and an overview of the approach to the

Chapter II is a review of the literature germane

to the problem: A review of the cognitive research in
arithmetic word problem solving,

a review of the

instructional research in this domain,

and a review of

constructivism and its place in mathematics education today.
Chapter III describes the participants,

site,

methodology used to approach the problem.
discussion,

and the

The presentation,

and analysis of the data constitute Chapter IV.

The final chapter. Chapter V, discusses conclusions and
recommendations for further research.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this chapter I present 1.)

a review of the

literature on what knowledge children need to have to be
successful arithmetic word problem solvers,

2.)

a review of

the instructional research aimed at improving children's
word problem solving performance,

and 3.)

a review of the

literature on the role of constructivism in mathematics
instruction.

These reviews provide the theoretical

foundation to support my design for an instructional
approach aimed at helping children construct knowledge to
understand and represent arithmetic word problems.
The Knowledge Children Need
for Arithmetic Word Problem Solving
Research that attempts to explain how children solve
word problems has highlighted the issue of children's
understanding the problem.

Children's difficulty with word

problems is not computational but representational.
solve an arithmetic word problem,

the student must have the

schematic knowledge particular to the domain
1989); that is,

To

(Marshall,

the student must comprehend the information

contained in the word problem,

translate that understanding

into a representation of the relationships among quantities
in the problem, and perform the required operations on those
quantities.
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Much of the research on problem understanding has used
an information processing paradigm.

Models have been

developed that attempt to simulate children’s performance
(including typical errors)

on a variety of word problems.

To the extent these models reflect human performance,

they

serve as plausible hypotheses about the knowledge and
operations children are using to solve problems.
A variety of models have been developed
Greeno,

& Heller,

1983; Briars and Larkin,

Greeno,

1985; Greeno, Brown,

Vitolo,

1986; Marshall,

Greeno,

1988).

Foss,

Pribe,

(e.g., Riley,

1984; Kintsch and

Shalin, Bee, Lewis,

& Smith,

&

1987; Riley and

These models have much in common; all

postulate the necessity of knowledge structures or schemata
that correspond to the conceptual or semantic structure of
problems.

The models simulate problem solving through some

process of text comprehension that builds or designs an
appropriate problem model

(or schema)

that expresses the

relationships between or among the quantities in the
problem.

A series of productions or operations then ensue,

leading to a problem solution.

These models have mirrored

children’s actual performance admirably.

It is now readily

accepted that children do have knowledge about the
conceptual structure of word problems,

that these problem

schemata develop over time and with experience, and that
children’s problem solving performance is largely dependent
on this knowledge.
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Problem Types
The knowledge structures needed to solve problems
correspond to different problem structures or types.

An

important outcome of the information processing researchers1
work

(which builds on the work of others, e.g.,

and Moser,

1982; Nesher and Katriel,

Carpenter

1977; Vergnaud,

1982)

is the recognition and categorization of addition and
subtraction problems into a variety of types.
Greeno,

& Heller

combine,

(1983)

Riley,

classify problems as change,

compare, and equalizing.

(See Appendix A.)

Other

researchers use somewhat different category schemes.
Change and equalizing problems are classified as
action problems because there is either an increase or a
decrease in some initial quantity in each type of problem.
Combine and compare problems are classified as static
problems because there are no changes to the original
quantities in these problems; the problems involve static
relationships between the quantities.

In change problems an

initial quantity is increased or decreased by some action
which transforms it into the result quantity.

Separate

quantities are joined to make one quantity in combine
problems.

In compare problems quantities are compared in

terms of more and less.

Making quantities equivalent is the

goal of an equalizing problem.
As indicated in Riley et al.' s scheme

(see Appendix A),

within each type, problems are divided into sub-types.
types are based on the position of the unknown quantity.

Sub-
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In each type of problem
information

there are three pieces of

(the two given quantities and the unknown

quantity).

By varying the pieces of information, different

problems can be made.

For example,

varying the unknown quantity
initial)

(i.e.,

and by varying the action

decrease/separate),

in change problems, by
result, change, or
(i.e.,

increase/join or

six types of change problems are

created.
Research which has studied children's performance on
addition and subtraction word problems indicates that types
and sub-types vary in difficulty
De Winn,

1985).

(De Corte, Verschaffel,

&

The nature of the unknown contained in the

problem influences the performance difficulty of word
problems.

Initial unknowns are more difficult than change

unknowns.

Result unknowns are the easiest to represent and

solve.
Sowder

(1988)

single initial-,

advocates for research that goes beyond

change-,

result-unknown problems to

multiple operation problems.

It is the multistep problem

that requires meaning-based strategies for consistent
solution success.
(1988),

In his study of middle grade students

Sowder found most students relying on "immature" or

"coping" strategies,

strategies that he defines as requiring

little consideration of problem understanding or meaning.
Multiple operation problems, he argues,

cannot be solved

using these "immature" or "coping" strategies; they demand
understanding of problem structure and sophisticated
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solution strategies.

Sowder further advocates for the need

to provide children with opportunities to develop a language
for discussing problems; a language that would encourage a
consciousness about problems and solution strategies,
possibly increasing solution success.
Children not only differ in their performance on
different problem types but also on their recognition of
problem-type differences.
(1985)

Morales,

Shute,

& Pellegrino

ask third and fifth/sixth grade children to sort

different types of word problems.
older children,

Their hypothesis is "that

fifth/sixth graders versus third graders,

who are more accurate in word problem solution, would show
evidence of problem differentiation consistent with schema
theories of problem representation and solution"

(p.41).

The results show that older children sorted problems into
categories that reflected major types and sub-types.
Younger children paid more attention to surface structure,
e.g.,

the occurrence of certain words like more or less,

number of sentences,

the

syntax, and how quantities were

presented.
The problem solving performance of the older versus
younger children in this study confirms the researchers1
hypothesis of the relationship between performance and
understanding of problem structure.
that within the younger group,

the

Morales et.

al.

note

children who have the

highest percentage of accuracy in problem solution are also
the ones

with the higher levels of schematic sorting.
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These results replicate the results of" previous studies that
show the relationship between conceptual knowledge for
problem representation and solution accuracy
Larkin,

1984; Riley, Greeno,

of the Morales,

& Heller,

(Briars and

1983).

The findings

Shute, and Pellegrino study lead the authors

to state that "...an important instructional issue is
whether it is possible to directly or indirectly teach such
conceptual knowledge"(p.
Cummins

(1991),

57).

offering what she calls the "linguistic

development view", believes that children's difficulty with
word problem solving is not related to the mathematical
structure of problems

(or problem types), but rather to

their lack of experience and lack of knowledge with the
linguistic forms commonly found in word problems.

Cummins

asserts that children have a tacit understanding of the
semantic structure of problems, but their inexperience with
the verbal forms used in the problems does not "match" with
this tacit understanding.

Cummins advocates strongly for

the rewording and linguistic simplification of problems to
avoid linguistic ambiguity; her findings

(1991)

show that

rewording a problem does lead to solution success.
Rewording or simplifying the language in a single operation
problem may well lead to solution success, but what happens
with multiple operation problems when the language
complexity increases dramatically and simplification is not
easily achieved?

The mathematical problems that emerge from

daily experiences are rich and complex.

Moving to
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simplistic language that leads more readily to solution
procedures does not seem likely to help children construct
the knowledge,

linguistic or mathematical,

that they will

need to understand and solve such problems.
The research on what knowledge children need to have to
be successful word problem solvers continues to elicit
questions about implications for instruction such as the one
posed by Morales,

Shute,

and Pellegrino.

Understanding

arithmetic word problem structure and the knowledge children
need to have to solve arithmetic word problems successfully
can and should inform instruction in this domain
1988; Peterson,

Fennema,

In summary,

& Carpenter,

(Mahlios,

1989).

the literature on arithmetic word problem

solving tells us that 1.)arithmetic word problems are
difficult for children; 2.)

the difficulty children have

with these word problems is representational,
computational; 3.)

not

there are different types of word

problems and within each type there are sub-types; 4.)

the

type of problem and the nature of the unknown affect the
performance difficulty of word problems; 5.)

the linguistic

structure of a single operation word problem can affect the
performance difficulty; and,

6.)

successful arithmetic word

problem solvers possess knowledge structures that reflect
problem schemata

(type,

sub-type, nature of the unknown).
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Instructional Studies Designed
to Improve Children's Arithmetic
Word Problem Solving Performance
The instructional studies

attempt to enhance

children’s representational processes by building on the
theoretical work in arithmetic word problem knowledge.

Many

of these studies use drawings or models to highlight problem
structures.

Fuson and Willis

(1989)

teach second graders to

use schematic drawings to solve change,
problems.

combine, and compare

Their method uses a different schematic drawing

for each problem type.

Children must choose the correct

drawing for a particular problem and plug in the proper
numbers

(see Appendix C).

Results from this study are mixed.

Only two teachers

participated and they differed greatly in their
instructional use of the schematic drawings; the two classes
differed greatly in their selection of the correct schematic
drawing; and the authors note that single operation
problems,

like those in the study,

can be solved using any

of the drawings.
The researchers speculate that the drawings may prove
to be more effective for difficult problems and that
providing a vocabulary for discussing different types of
problems,

rather than the drawings themselves, may be the

crucial causal factor leading to improved performance.

In

any event, an instructional procedure that requires matching
a word problem with a specific drawing and then inserting

.
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numbers has many of the same pitfalls as the "key word"
method for solving word problems.

That is,

children attend

not so much to meaning and understanding, but to finding the
cue that tells them what drawing to use and then plugging in
the numbers.
The part-whole schema,
Riley, Greeno,

& Heller

theorized by Resnick

(1983)

(1983)

and

to underlie children’s

performance on a variety of problem types, plays a prominent
role in several of the instructional studies.
D.)

DeCorte and Verschaffel

(1981)

(See Appendix

teach second graders a

two week unit that emphasizes part-whole relations and the
concept of equality.

Simple line drawings

teach the part-whole schema.
improves,

are used to

While children’s performance

the authors recognize limitations of the part-

whole schema for representing the full range of addition and
subtraction problems.

Fuson and Willis's results

(1989)

also call into question the utility of children's use of
part-whole for a wide variety of problem types.
Wolters

(1983)

more intensive,

engages third and fourth graders in a

thirty-lesson treatment that employs part-

whole line drawings.

She includes change,

combine,

and

compare problems, each requiring two arithmetic operations.
The use of two operations minimizes correct solutions
arrived at by fortuitously performing the correct
computation with the

(only)

two numbers in the word problem.

Adding the third number required by a two step problem
greatly increases difficulty and the need for a correct
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representation to solve the problem.
improves only on combine problems.

Children's performance
Performance on change

and compare problems declines with instruction.

Wolters

finds some faults with her instruction that may account for
the decline in compare problem performance but not for
change problems.

She speculates that something about the

sequential nature of change problems makes the part-whole
schema inappropriate.
The relationship of the part-whole schema to
successful arithmetic word problem solving requires more
research.

Both part-whole and schematic model instructional

methods aim to teach children specific procedures for
representing and solving particular types of problems.
successful,

When

the effects of this instruction are narrow and

lack transfer.

More far reaching effects can only come from

instruction that engages children in appropriate cognitive
activity to construct the knowledge to understand and
represent a wide variety of arithmetic word problems.
In traditional mathematics instruction, word problems
are usually found on an occasional textbook page,
between pages teaching computation.

sandwiched

These problems are

often simple "three-liners" devoid of context; they
typically lack complexity,
relevance for children:
more.

authenticity, and any real-world

Jane has 3 marbles.

How many marbles does Jane have now?

She gets 2
It is often the

case that all the word problems on a page call for the same
operation for solution; usually it's the operation taught on
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the preceding pages.

This removes the necessity of deciding

what operation to use to solve the problem,

thus relieving

the student of one of the major cognitive demands in
arithmetic word problem solving and thereby turning problem
solving into routine, procedural work.
A common approach in traditional word problem
instruction is the use of "key words" or phrases that "tell
one what to do" to solve a problem.
less,

fewer, altogether,

example,

give, get,

in key word instruction,

signals addition,

Key words include more,
left,

in all, etc.

For

the word "altogether"

"less" signals subtraction.

Instruction

in key words encourages students to attend to the surface
structure of word problems rather than focusing on the
meaningful structure of the problem.

This kind of

instruction is also flawed because, as Lewis and Mayer
(1987)

point out,

key words can prompt operations directly

opposite the ones they are expected to cue.
(1987)

Lewis and Mayer

offer the example of "less" used in an addition

problem and "more" used in a subtraction problem:
Joe has 3 marbles.

He has 5 marbles less than Tom.

many marbles does Tom have?
Joe has 8 marbles.

(Addition)

He has 5 marbles more than Tom.

many marbles does Tom have?

How

How

(Subtraction)

The keyword approach in textbooks often works because
problems such as these are not included on their pages.
The most current elementary school mathematics texts
reflect the use of Polya's scheme

(1957)

for problem solving
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instruction and practice.

His model for problem solving

includes the following: 1. Understanding the problem, 2.
Devising a plan, 3. Carrying out the plan, and 4. Looking
back.

In his problem solving scheme, Polya implores "you

have to understand the problem".

Understanding the problem,

to researchers like Riley, Greeno, and Heller (1983) means
understanding the semantic relations in the problem and
connecting this knowledge to solution strategies.
Cummins

To

(1991), understanding the problem means

understanding it linguistically,
verbal structures in the problem.
step one,

or comprehending the
In either case, Polya's

"understanding the problem" is the pivotal step.

The instructional approach developed, described, and
discussed in this dissertation is aimed at helping children
"understand the problem" while grappling with both
logicomathematical and linguistic issues.

The active,

constructive nature of this instructional approach engages
children in talking about and writing different types of
math stories/problems and solving them, thereby focusing on
the semantic structure, the linguistic properties, the
unknown quantities, and the solution strategies of word
problems.
Constructivism and Its Role
in Mathematics Instruction
What is constructivism?
Current constructivist teaching practice has its
roots in the thought and works of Dewey, Piaget, Bruner, and
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Vygotsky.

Constructivism can be simply defined as a way of

learning whereby students construct their own knowledge and
understandings.

A teacher's role in a classroom subscribing

to constructivist practices is to provide an environment and
learning opportunities in which students can engage in
personal meaning-making.
In the early 1900's John Dewey responded to the
passive,

transmission educational model of the times

performance")
classrooms.

("rote

by proposing experience-based curricula and
Dewey's vision was that schools should offer an

active learning environment to allow children to "learn
through doing"

(1938)

and competencies.

and to develop lifelong understandings

He believed that it was imperative for

educators to consider the needs of the whole child
(mentally, physically,

spiritually,

and socially)

determining curriculum and instruction.

when

Dewey emphasized

the importance of building on children's prior experiences
and understandings.

In Experience and Education

Dewey writes:

...it is a cardinal principle of
education that the beginning of
instruction shall be made with the
experience learners already have;
that this experience and the
capacities that have been developed

(1938),
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during its course provide the starting
point for all further learning

(p.88).

Dewey saw the role of teacher as a guide and facilitator in
such learning environments.
Piaget,

like Dewey,

also posited that knowledge is not

transmitted to the learner by an outside source but is
constructed by the learner.

He believed that an

individual’s knowledge structures develop,

change,

take

shape, and are refined over time and with experience.
Piaget states:

The clearest result of our research on the
psychology of intelligence is that even the
structures most necessary to the adult mind,
such as the logico-mathematical structures,
are not innate in the child; they are built
up little by little...There are no innate
structures:

every structure presupposes

a construction

(pp.

149-150).

Piaget’s work and writing were not concerned with
pedagogy nor did his work have direct application to
educational practice, but it does provide a framework for
how learners acquire knowledge, and can therefore inform
instructional practice
1989; Murray,
knowledge:

1992).

(Ginsburg and Opper,

1988; Ginsburg,

Piaget identified three types of

social, physical, and logicomathematical.
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Ginsburg and Opper

(1988), writing about Piaget's view on

types of knowledge,

state:

...physical knowledge is best
promoted through the manipulation,
exploration,

and discovery of objects;

logicomathematical knowledge
requires construction,

reinvention,

and reflection on actions and
coordinations... If,

as Piaget claims,

it is disequilibrium, disturbance,

or

conflict that motivates the search for
better forms of knowledge,

then the

learning of physical and logicomathematical knowledge would call for
situations with some element of
conflict

Bruner

(p.

(1962,

254).

1964,

1966)

does not believe that it is

disequilibrium that drives learning.

Bruner's theory of

instruction

(1962)

suggests that for learning to be

meaningful,

long-lasting, and transferable, a child must

understand the structure of a subject,
writes,

its wholeness.

He

"Grasping the structure of a subject is

understanding it in a way that permits many other things to
be related to it meaningfully"

(p.

6).

He challenges the

teacher to provide opportunities for children to discover
and construct relationships and connections between and
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among concepts.

The role of teacher as model,

expert, and

prober is pivotal to Bruner's theory of instruction.
Vygotsky's "zone of proximal development"

([1933]

1978)

also points to the important and central role a competent
"teacher"

plays in a child's construction of knowledge.

The "teacher",

in Vygotsky's theory,

higher-skilled peer.

can be an adult or a

Vygotsky's basic premise is that it is

through joint collaboration with a more competent peer or
adult that a child constructs knowledge.

The adult or

skilled peer scaffolds the child's learning through engaging
in a shared task,

a task at which the child cannot yet

succeed alone but can succeed with the help of the adult or
skillful peer.
In classrooms faithful to constructivist practices, one
can see the theories of Dewey,
at work.

In such classrooms,

Piaget, Bruner,

and Vygotsky

instruction aims to build on

the informal and existing understandings of children by
encouraging them "to make their own sense" of new stimuli or
information.

Children engage in meaningful and purposeful

activity that promotes exploration,
collaboration, explanation,
debate

(Forman,

invention,

conjecture, discussion, and

in press). Reflecting on,

revising,

and

refining one's own thinking in a setting of social discourse
and peer collaboration characterizes a constructivist
classroom.

Brooks and Brooks

(1993) propose five guiding

principles for constructivist teaching practice that reflect
and integrate the beliefs of Dewey,

Piaget, Bruner, and
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Vygotsky:

1.)

students; 2.)
3.)

Pose problems of emerging relevance to
Structure learning around primary concepts;

Seek and value students'

points of view; 4.) Adapt

curriculum to address students'

suppositions; and,

5.) Assess student learning in the context of teaching.
Constructivist Learning and Teaching in Mathematics
Education
The NCTM Standards

(1989)

provide a direction and

framework for mathematics curriculum and pedagogy that
highlights the centrality of personal knowledge construction
in the development of mathematical thinking.
emphasize problem solving,
reasoning,

concept development, mathematical

real-world applications,

mathematics,

The Standards

communication about

integration of mathematical topics,

student

collaboration, and the use of manipulatives and technology.
The Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics
1989)

(NCTM,

advocate structuring classroom learning experiences to

encourage students1

conjecturing,

inventing, and problem

solving and to foster a climate of mathematical discourse.
The

document further advocates that

standards of

mathematical evidence and learner-generated solutions and
algorithms should form the basis for correctness rather than
the teacher viewed as the absolute authority for right
answers.
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In reality no one can teach mathematics.
Effective teachers are those who can
stimulate students to learn mathematics.
Educational research offers compelling
evidence that students learn mathematics
well only when they construct their own
mathematical understanding

(MSEB and

National Research Council,

1989, p.58).

Kaplan, Yamamoto, and Ginsburg's writing

(1989)

affirms this

agenda proposed by the National Research Council

(1989):

Cognitive developmental research shows
that children possess a mental frame¬
work for interpreting experience in
and out of school.

This framework

evolves as children grow older, but
it colors and shapes the way children
at all ages interpret what they are
taught.

Knowledge of mathematics is

not simply acquired from some external
source but is actively constructed by
the child

(Carpenter,

Erlwanger,
children

1973).

1985; Cobb,

1985;

In Piaget’s phrase,

’invent’ mathematical know¬

ledge through their own observations
and interactions with the environment
(p.

60).
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Kaplan, Yamamoto, and Ginsburg

(1989)

believe that

"...the goal of instruction should be to help children
interpret formal mathematics concepts and procedures in
terms of their informal,

invented procedures and in terms of

their beliefs about what is expected of them.
this goal,

To attain

teachers need not only a clear conception of the

mathematics to be learned but also an ability to see this
knowledge through their students’ eyes.... Teaching proceeds
most effectively when an adult mentor takes into account the
child’s framework and encourages and guides the child's
inquiry and experimentation”

(p.64).

Confrey's proposed components

(1990)

for a

constructivist approach to mathematics provide a useful
framework for practitioners.
include:

1.

Confrey's five components

Promote students'

autonomy and commitment to

their answers; 2. Develop students'

reflective processes; 3.

Construct a case history of each student
student's strategies, misconceptions,
4.

(be aware of each

strengths);

Intervene to negotiate a possible solution with the

student if the student is unable to solve a problem; and,
5. Review the solution when the problem is solved.
Writing as Constructivist Activity
Ever
language

since process writing
(Goodman & Goodman,

educational community,

(Graves,

1982)

1983)

and whole

have been embraced by the

teachers have incorporated writing

into the language arts and social sciences curricula more
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readily than in mathematics or science.

It is commonly

understood that mathematics and science have a language and
symbol

system of their own,

and it is difficult to discern a

parallel application of a student's ordinary language to
mathematics,
however,

for example

(Layzer,

1989).

Layzer maintains,

that because mathematics is an unnatural language

it requires the support of natural language to connect it to
students'

experience and understanding

Recognizing the need to use students'

(Botstein,
knowledge,

1989).
experience,

and language to enhance their facility with mathematics,
teachers are accepting the challenge of finding ways to use
writing to learn mathematics.
In a Writing to Learn approach,
Across

the Curriculum,

learning"

(Connolly,

also known as Writing

writing is "used as an instrument of

1989).

By connecting a subject or

content area to the student's extant frames of reference,
writing can enhance motivation and understanding
1989).

Writing to learn rests on the idea that knowledge is

socially constructed through the symbol
in a community use to make meaning

systems that people

(Connolly,

Children can therefore make their own meaning,
understandings,
Thus,

(Botstein,

1989).
their own

through their written constructions.

writing can be used to define,

clarify,

construct,

reshape knowledge that is itself growing and developing
(White & Dunn,

1989).

Writing is a heuristic tool for

negotiating meaning and thereby generating knowledge and

and
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learning

(Berlinghoff,

Students'

1989).

language can be used to learn through

transactional or expressive writing

(Britton, et al.,

1975).

Transactional writing has instrumental uses of informing,
persuading, and instructing; it is oriented toward an
audience and a product.

This type is the most frequently

found in mathematics classrooms in the form of reports,
essays,

notes that record concepts, processes, and

applications,
(Rose,

1989).

and thereby, documents students'

understanding

Expressive writing allows for reflection,

exploration of thoughts and feelings,
primarily for the writer's own use.

and is intended
Expressive writing can

be used in mathematics in the form of free and journal
writing where connections may be made between new and extant
knowledge

(Rose,

1989).

Educators who are using these forms

of writing to teach mathematics report the stimulation of
active rather than passive learning, personal engagement in
learning,

and provision of a vehicle for diagnosis and

records of progress

(Rose,

1989).

Mathematics educators and researchers interested in
transforming passive,
active,

transmission-dominated classrooms to

creative environments report success using writing

as a vehicle for developing students'
skills in problem solving.

understandings and

Children create their own math

word problems and share and solve them together
Richards,

1992; Silverman, Winograd,

(Kliman &

& Strohauer,

1992;
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Winograd,

1992); Hodgin

(1987)

asks students to create

problems to accompany pictures;

and Johnson

(1983)

has

students rewrite problems, paying specific attention to the
relationships and key words in the problems.

These

researchers report active student engagement in problem
writing/solving, positive attitudes toward problem solving,
and increased social discourse around their math-related
writing.
Asking children to create math word problems gives them
opportunities to build on what they know and make real-world
connections.

Children have to think about meaning in order

to write a coherent problem.

The discussions surrounding

their authored problems can foster a mathematical discourse
that promotes critical reflection and metacognitive activity
(Brown & Palincsar,
construction.

1989),

and,

Powell and Lopez

in turn,
(1989)

knowledge

describe writing to

learn mathematics as "transformative not only for learners
but for instructors as well":

...the more learners are involved
in choosing language,

the more

they are engaged in constructing
and reconstructing meaning and
making sense of mathematics for
themselves.

For learners to

develop their reflective and
critical reflective abilities,
learning environments must
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promote,

as Freire has argued,

'acts of cognition,
of information'

not transferrals

(p.174).

The writing-centered approach to arithmetic word
problem solving described in this dissertation integrates
the cognitive research in arithmetic word problem structure;
the instructional research in word problem solving; and the
constructivist, writing to learn research and practice.

The

instructional approach differs from other writing-based
approaches in word problem solving in that it emphasizes the
concept of a math story,
problems

it connects math stories to math

(thereby helping children make connections to their

daily experiences),

and it simultaneously engages children

in exploring a systematic progression through word problem
typology and structure.
Building on the current research to date,

the approach

offers children the opportunity to consider the semantic
structure of word problems

(Riley,

as well as the linguistic structure

Greeno,

& Heller,

(Cummins,

Children have to think about meaning,

1983)

1992).

about the structure

and the relationship between and among the quantities when
they're using their own language to create math stories and
problems.

I believe that through this process of inventing

stories and problems with partners, while considering
problem typology and structure,

children can actively
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construct their own representational schemata, or schematic
knowledge, about arithmetic word problems.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN

The purpose of the study is to design,

implement, and

evaluate a constructivist instructional approach to help
children be successful arithmetic word problem solvers.

The

instructional design is a meaning-based approach to problem
writing to be implemented in a third grade classroom by the
classroom teacher over a three week period.

The approach

involves children collaborating as authors of word problems.
This study builds on a pilot study conducted in the
past year in another third grade classroom (see Appendix E).
It seeks to establish feasibility of a meaning-based,
constructivist instructional approach in arithmetic word
problem solving in order to inform further research in the
teaching of problem solving.

The approach is designed to

lead children to be active constructors of their own
knowledge about arithmetic word problems and their
structure.

The goal for this instructional approach is to

help children construct the knowledge to understand and
represent arithmetic word problems; that is,

to help

children develop flexible strategies for building
representations across a wide variety of arithmetic word
problems.

The approach involves children collaborating as

authors of word problems, building on their own language and
personal experiences with number and real-world problems.
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Participants and Site
The participants in this study were twenty third grade
students,

ten girls and ten boys, and their teacher.

The

site was the Smith College Campus School, a laboratory
school

(preschool through grade six), at Smith College in

Northampton, Massachusetts.
The Campus School has two main functions:

1.)

To

provide a challenging program for growth and learning for
children in the School and 2.)

To provide a model program

where Smith College students and faculty
those from others of the Five Colleges)
teaching,

(and occasionally
can learn about

the learning process, and child development

(Appendix F).
The student population is similar to that of a
suburban, upper middle class community.
study,

At the time of this

349 children were enrolled in the School,

representing 258 families from 28 surrounding cities and
towns.

87 of these families were Smith College employees

(47 Faculty,

17 Campus School Staff, and 23 other Smith

employees).

Minority students represented 13.1% of the

student enrollment.

13.9% of the 349 children were

receiving scholarship aid.

The average grant is about 50%

of tuition costs.
The third grade classroom in this study was a
heterogeneous group,

as are all the classes in the School.

This class was the most culturally diverse group in the
School at the time of the study

(25% minority).

Third
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graders were chosen as subjects for this study for two
reasons:

1.)

It was expected that these children had had

considerable exposure to and practice with the concepts of
addition and subtraction.

The study focused on addition and

subtraction word problems and older children may have looked
upon addition and subtraction problems as being too easy.
2.) Most of the children were able readers and writers.
Writing and solving word problems requires these skills.

A

class of younger children would not have been as ready for
the math and literacy challenges this approach demanded.
The classroom teacher was a veteran teacher of twenty
four years; fifteen of those years had been spent at the
Campus School.

She had been the library teacher at the

School for thirteen years; this was her second year teaching
third grade full time.

I described the study to her and

asked if she would be willing to have her class participate
in it; she agreed.

(There are two third grade classrooms in

the Campus School; the other classroom had already been used
as the site for the pilot study.)
Procedure
The instruction was carried out over a three week
period,

four days a week

(Monday,

Tuesday,

Friday)

for a total of thirteen days

Thursday, and

(the Monday of the

fourth week was the final session in the classroom).
teacher delivered the instruction.

The

I provided the teacher

with an outline of the instructional sequence, detailed
instructional plans for each day,

and all the materials.
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The teacher and I worked very closely together.
discussed daily the outcome of each session,

We

reviewed the

children’s oral and written work of that day, and refined
and rehearsed plans for the next.
each session with the children.

I was present to observe
I did not engage in the

actual instruction or work directly with the children.
observed,

I

took notes, videotaped, and audiotaped each day's

session.
I began the study with a prepared overview of the
instructional sequence

(Appendix G).

This was based on

pilot work completed the semester before with another group
of third graders

(see Appendix E)

and on other research I

had done exploring children's arithmetic word problem
solving processes
Rudnitsky,

(see Etheredge,

& Vergamini,

I used Glaser's

1992; Hofer, Etheredge,

1990).

(1976)

theory of instruction for a

general framework for the instructional scheme.

His theory

is an attempt to bridge the gap between cognitive theory and
pedagogy; to highlight the ideas or principles essential for
sound instruction.

Glaser's theory calls for 1.)

a theory

of the knowledge state to be acquired by the learner.

(What

constitutes expert performance in this subject?); 2.)

a

theory of the initial state of the learner.

(What do the

learners already know and believe about the subject to be
taught?

What are their informal understandings?

their preconceptions and misconceptions?); and,

What are
3.)

a theory

of the instructional process that helps the learner move
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from his/her initial state to the desired knowledge state.
(What has to happen in this instruction for meaningful
learning to take place?).

The instructional approach was

guided also by the important underpinnings in constructivist
theory of the need for discourse,
knowledge construction.

collaboration, and

These important principles served

as the road map for the instructional design, but it was
critical that flexibility in the instructional scheme be
maintained throughout the study.
The instructional design considers the children's prior
experiences with and knowledge about arithmetic word
problems.

Beginning the instruction with questions such as

"What's an arithmetic word problem?" and "Where do you think
arithmetic word problems come from?" encourages children to
articulate, examine, and reflect on what they know and what
they think they know about word problems.

The instruction

continues by building on what children already know about
arithmetic word problems, or,

as I am calling them, math

story problems, by leading children to explore the notion
that math story problems come from math stories,
they encounter daily.

like those

I define "math story" as any story or

event that has to do with quantities or amounts.
story has numbers in it.

A math

Developing the notion of a math

story with children forms the basis for the instructional
approach.
Children,

in collaborative pairs, write math stories

based on their everyday experiences.

The children then
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write different types of math stories, along the lines of
the typology similar to that proposed by Riley, Greeno,
Heller

(1983).

&

Children next explore how these math stories

can be turned into problems by deriving the many questions
that can be asked from any one story, making it into several
problems.

Subsequent instruction introduces the idea of

multi-type, multi-step problems.
My field notes, videotapes and audiotapes of each day?s
session, and the children’s oral and written work provided
the raw data for the study.

I employed open-ended classroom

observation techniques to gather my field notes as described
in Good and Brophy

(1987).

My

own invention, an outline of

"The Instructional Sequence to Build Schematic Knowledge of
Math Story Problems"

(Appendix B)

"chunks" of knowledge,

provided benchmarks, or

to guide my observations.

I looked

for evidence of ways children were or were not building
their schematic knowledge of math story problems.

I

analyzed children’s oral and written work with the same
framework.

I transcribed parts of the audiotapes and

videotapes to highlight children’s schematic knowledge
construction.
Therefore,

the direction of the instruction, although

guided by the schematic knowledge underlying arithmetic word
problems

(Appendix B)

emerged and was informed by the

analysis of each day’s instruction and the children’s oral
and written work each step of the way.

The precise pace and

direction of each day’s session was shaped by the children's
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engagement in and response to the previous day’s instruction
and content.

The teacher understood and embraced this need

for flexibility; she allowed extra time in her schedule each
day for our discussions and planning.
In the data presentation and analysis section
IV),

(Chapter

I describe in detail what happened during each

instructional session,

reporting classroom events in the

tradition of rich description as practiced by Lampert
1988)

and Leinhardt

(1990,

(1988).
Materials

I gave the teacher a general overview of the
instructional sequence, outlining the content, activities,
and direction of the study

(see Appendix G) .

For each day’s

session the teacher and I constructed a set of plans which
consisted of an outline detailing 1.)
that day;
materials;

2.)

the teacher’s role and accompanying

and 3.)

student activity,
that day.

the student activity, materials for the

and the expected products to be generated

I also provided the teacher with a script for

each day's instruction and discussion
Q).

the content/topic for

(see Appendices H -

The teacher understood that the script was not to be

used verbatim; but rather it was being provided to offer as
much detail and clarity as the teacher felt was necessary
for her own understanding and teaching.

On a daily basis,

I

encouraged the teacher to use the script in whatever way she
felt most confident and comfortable.

I explained to the

teacher that the major goal in her instruction was not to
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follow the script or notes verbatim, but to foster
mathematical discourse within the group.
I asked the teacher to act as a facilitator,
to push,
children.

to probe,

to ask questions when interacting with the
I did not want her to be overly explicit with the

children when teaching or helping them nor did I want her to
tell children exactly what they were doing wrong. Each
session began with a discussion designed to relate to
children's prior experiences with and understandings about
math problem solving and yet be open-ended enough to
challenge children to be inventive and thoughtful in their
collaborative work with peers.

I was interested in seeing

how the children made sense of what they were asked to do,
with the kind of teacher help, direction, and questioning
that facilitate their own "sense-making".
each day,

At the end of

the teacher and I reviewed and reflected on that

dayfs session.

We looked for specific examples in the

transcript and in my field notes of incidences when children
were engaged in this "sense-making", with and without
teacher intervention.

We also looked for examples of

teacher responses that were overly explicit or open ended.
This post-mortem analysis

(Schoenfeld 1989)

of each day's

session provided the teacher with ideas and understandings
to build on and practice in future sessions.
In the same spirit,

I wanted the teacher to be

comfortable with her own unanswered questions as they arose
during her teaching and work with children.

I wanted the
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children and teacher to discuss, debate, and attempt to
answer questions together,

thereby constructing

understandings as they went along.

The teacher and I also

spent time at the end of each day discussing her questions
and uncertainties

(as well as the childrens)

about the

content and instruction.
The teacher was also given all the visuals and
materials needed for the sessions:
examples and directions,

large charts with

overhead transparencies, and work

folders for each collaborative pair
asked the teacher to pair children

(see Appendices H-Q).
(there were ten pairs)

and assign one child in each pair to be "the scribe".

The

other child in the pair was "the keeper of materials".

The

pairs and scribes remained constant throughout the study.
wanted the pairs to remain constant throughout the study
because I knew from the pilot work

(see Appendix E)

that

each pair would find its own pace and style for working
together and I did not want this to be interrupted by
changing partners

(Etheredge,

Social compatibility,

1992).

similar mathematical achievement

levels, and fluent writing skills were the three factors I
asked the teacher to consider in assigning the pairs and
their respective scribes.

I did not want to take the time

in this study to help pairs work on social incompatibility
issues,

I

so I asked the teacher to pair children who would

work well together without much distraction.

I also hoped

for each child in the pair to make individually measurable

I
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progress over the course of the study and therefore wanted
pairs of children who would push and prod each other in
mutually beneficial ways.

I did not want a mathematically

strong student and a weak student paired together at the
risk of one dominating and the other passively following.
And,

finally,

the great writing demands on children in this

study called for assigned scribes so that a child for whom
writing was tedious or difficult would not have to write.

CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

The purpose of this study is to design,

implement, and

evaluate a constructivist instructional approach to help
children be successful arithmetic word problem solvers.
approach, as described in Chapter III,

The

is designed to lead

children to be active constructors of their own knowledge
about arithmetic word problems and their structure.
chapter,

In this

I present a process description of the actual day-

to-day instruction and the development of children’s
schematic knowledge in math story problems as it evolved
over the course of the instruction. Responses and behaviors
on the part of teacher and child are described and analyzed.
The "Instructional Sequence to Build Schematic
Knowledge of Math Story Problems"

(Appendix B)

guides my

analysis by providing benchmarks,

or "chunks" of knowledge,

used to assess the children’s knowledge construction.
classroom observations and field notes,

My

the children's

work, videotape and audiotape transcriptions, and
conversations with the classroom teacher provide the data
which are presented, discussed, and analyzed through these
benchmarks as outlined in Chapter III.
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The Benchmarks
Benchmark I
The first benchmark:

What’s a math story problem?

What’s a math story? Math story problems come from math
stories.
The teacher introduces this project to her class with
the question,

’’What’s a math word problem?’’

Laura answers,

’’If Janna had five nickels, how many cents would that be?”
The teacher responds,

"Laura just gave an example of a math

problem; let’s hear other responses from other people."

The

other responses follow:
Student

(S.):

It’s a problem put into words.

Teacher

(T.):

Any other ways of communicating besides with

words in a math problem - any other kinds of symbols?
S. : Numbers.
T. :

So there are numbers and words in math word problems.

S. :

There are little signs,

like plus and minus.

T. : Do you actually see them?
S. : No.
T. : But while you’re reading them, what are you doing?
S. :

Thinking.

T. : Nate knows what’s happening in his mind while reading a
math problem.
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At this point, a student points out that the morning
math they do in the classroom is with word problems.

The

teacher reinforces this observation.
In this conversation the teacher has opened the
discussion with a question that is meant to connect to,

to

build on, a mathematical idea children have been working
with for some time now in school:
problem?

What's a math word

A child first responds with an example.

Further

discussion brings forward the idea that a math word problem
has numbers, words, and calls for a mathematical operation
to reach a solution, which,

in turn,

causes one to think.

The connection to their daily morning math work is made.
The discussion continues:
S.:
S.:

It's a regular math problem put into words.

It tells a story with a question that you need to use

math facts to solve.
S.:

If you had,

like 5x4 and didn’t know it, you could write

like there were 5 people - you could make up a sentence, a
word problem.

If you don’t know what it is - you can make

it into a problem.
S.: When a person’s trying to figure out a problem and
didn’t know their 4’s very well - all you have to do is just
switch it around - like there’s 5 people on my mother’s
side,

5 people on my father’s side,

5 on my aunt’s side and

uncle’s side - how many people have you invited?
This child is telling how she would attack the
algorithmic piece of the problem solving process.

The
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teacher responds,

"There are so many strategies to use when

you’re solving this kind of problem."

The teacher is

confirming the student's solution strategy, but she is
careful not to follow up with a question about it because
she wants to keep the discussion focused on "the big
picture",

i.e. what math word problems are and where they

come from.
S.:
saying,

Sometimes math word problems can be easier than
like 5x4,

cuz words kind of help you more than

numbers would....so I would just say,

from my opinion,

that

word problems are much easier than numbers.
T.:

(recording on board)

They provide information that can

make problem solving easier if you know what is being asked.
So it helps you to picture the problem.
S.:

You have to figure out an operation.

(The student is

demonstrating the ability to state the goal of a math word
problem.)
The teacher then summarizes students’

input on the board

with the following statements:
Math word problems
-have words and numbers.
-ask a question.
-provide information - can make problem solving
easier.
-help you to picture the problem.
-You have to figure out the operation.
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The teacher continues by posing the question,
these math word problems come from?"

"Where do

A student immediately

responds that they come from "people".

The teacher asks,

"And when people are thinking about these math problems, why
are they thinking about them?"

The same student answers,

"Maybe to help us learn math."

In response,

queries,

the teacher

"They come from people only to help us get better

at math?"

(The use of the word "only" here implies that

there is not just one answer to her question.
word "only" makes this a leading question.)
continues,

Including the
The student

"You can make them up sometimes to help

yourself."
The teacher then states,

"Math word problems come from

special sources - the first time we did math in Group M (she laughs)

- well,

I'm not going to give too much away -

Ifd like it to come from you."
The teacher is trying to focus on facilitating child¬
generated responses,

ideas, and questions.

She "catches

herself" giving "the answer" to children.
At this point a student explains that "they come from
your mind and mathematicians".

This student

then offers an

example of a cashier thinking about how much cash to give
back if she doesn’t have a cash register that computes the
change for you.

("She gave me $22.50 and she owes me $5.75.

How much money do I give back to her?") .

She concludes her

explanation by saying "... so they mostly come from your
mind. . .cuz they make you think."

The teacher picks up on
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this explanation with the observation that these word
problems don't come purely from your imagination,

that the

situation this student is describing is a real life
situation where you need to calculate how much money gets
exchanged between you and the clerk.
The teacher builds on this student's explanation to
direct the discussion now to real-world connections.
teacher thinks aloud,

"Could we say that some of the word

problems we have come from real life situations?"
again to the cashier example,
this a math story,

The

she continues,

Referring

"We could call

and I think that’s where word problems

come from - from all these stories that you can take from
everyday life."

She wants to help children make connections

here to what they have already been exploring during their
school year together.
The teacher next asks the children to recall the
experience at the beginning of the school year when she
asked them to write about and illustrate how they used math
during the summer.
recollections:

Three children offer their

One needed to figure out how many pieces of

wood he needed to make the walls of his fort a certain
height.

Another had to compute how many games he could play

with the money he brought to the arcade.

The third

remembered that he had to measure the exact lengths to
construct

the sides for

his treehouse.

The teacher

reinforces the idea that these are all examples of math word
problems coming from real life situations.
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The Connection of Math Word Problems to Math Stories.
The teacher asks the children to think about how they could
characterize a math story and directs their attention to the
three math stories she has posted on the wall
Children read the stories aloud.
are all math stories.

(Appendix H).

The teacher states,

"These

Math stories include all the numbers

- all the facts - that would be in an event, an activity, or
a happening.
involved.

In a math story you would have all the numbers

Do you notice a difference between the math

problems we were talking about earlier and these math
stories?"
At this juncture,

the teacher directs the focus on this

idea of real life situations,

referring to them as math

stories.
A student responds,

"There’s a story or something

happens instead of trying to figure out a problem that
doesn’t have an answer."

The teacher follows,

"So you’re

not trying to figure anything out because all the
information is included - it’s a complete story.
clues here
whiteboard)

So you get

(points to math problem category on the
and all the info here in a story (points to math

story) . ’’

A student then offers that a television show she

watches.

Square One, presents real life situations that are

math stories.
The teacher stops the discussion here; the intent is to
introduce the idea of a math story without much discussion
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so that the children can pursue the discussion
independently,

in their collaborative pairs.

The teacher introduces the collaborative pairs and
accompanying roles:
H).

scribe and keeper of materials

(Appendix

She asks the pairs to try to write five math stories

during the remaining class time.

She emphasizes the

importance of discussion and understanding before writing
while working with their partners.

She also reminds them

that they may refer to the examples on the board.

The

examples model three different kinds of math stories
(altogether,

something happens,

compare), but they are not

labelled or presented explicitly as such.

This is a subtle,

indirect, but purposeful way of offering meaningful content
to those children who are ready for it, who may recognize
the differences in the story structure and then try to
integrate those differences in the stories they write.

It

invites children to think and construct their own
understandings.
At this point a student asks if the stories have to be
true.

The teacher says no, but if they were it could be

interesting.
answer.

Another student asks if she should tell the

The teacher answers,

’’If you’re writing a math

story with all the information provided, will there be a
question?

Do you see any questions up here

(referring to

one of the math stories on the wall)? There are no question
marks in these stories.
you all the information.’’

They’re all statements - they give
A different student responds,

’’So
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you can write how many were left? So you write the answer
and the question?"

The teacher emphatically states,

not writing any questions.
stories.

Math problems come from math

For example, who told us about canning with their

mother last summer?

Let’s pretend it was Helen.

summer she and her mother preserved jams.
they canned 13 jars,
14.

"We’re

At the end,

During the

The first day

the second day 12, and the third day

they put a total of 39 jars in the basement

and looked forward to enjoying them the rest of the year.
That’s a math story."
The same student then asks,
create problems?
really

"Doesn’t a story have to

Like that’s not a story or a problem

(referring to the canning story),

it’s telling

something."

The teacher responds,

"It is giving

information.

It’s a special kind of story - that’s why we’re

calling it a math story - it may not be like a story you
write in writing class, but it’s a math story.
telling a story using numbers,

It is

telling about quantities,

telling about amounts."
Children began creating their original math stories
with their partners.

Time did not allow for the writing of

five stories per pair, but each pair had completed at least
one by the end of the session, and most pairs had written
two or three.

I observed pairs collaborating easily together

to accomplish this task; there was no confusion as children
worked.

The class had just finished a unit on

multiplication,

so many of these first stories included the
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concept of multiplication.

Each math story was complete

and fit the definition of a math story
some examples).

(see Appendix J for

This suggests that each pair of children

had a working definition of the concept of "math story" and
could distinguish a math story from a math story that posed
a question,

i.e.

a math story problem.

The class discussion brought forward many of the
children’s informal understandings and ideas about math word
problems and their sources; it highlighted for children
previous school experiences with word problems; and it laid
the groundwork for the construction of understandings to
follow.

It did not, however,

between and among children.

foster mathematical discourse
The spirit of the discussion

could be characterized as "answer the teacher’s question"
rather than "exchange/elaborate/question/debate ideas".
teacher asked and answered many of her own questions.

The
She

was aware of this in reviewing the videotape, and later in
the transcript.

She and I discussed how

she could play the

role of facilitator in future sessions by being less
explicit,

less of a "teller" and more of a "questioner and

prober".
Benchmark II
The second benchmark:
math stories:

Altogether,

Children do,

There are different kinds of
something happens,

compare.

in fact, write stories that represent the

three different kinds of math stories.

This suggests that

children did study the structure of the model stories, or at
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least,

mimic them.

The teacher posts three examples of math

stories taken from those created by the collaborative pairs
(Appendix I).

She tells the children that she noticed that

they wrote three basic kinds of stories and directs them to
take a look at the three posted examples to see what they
can discover.

She explains that each posted story is an

example of a certain kind of math story.
notice about this story?"

"What do you

(pointing to the first one)

is the

question she poses to begin the discussion.
A student observes that in the first example,
is being changed through subtraction,

a number

that "you are taking

away from one of the numbers given in the story".

Another

child notices that something is happening in the second
story that involves addition;
together,

are being added".

"numbers are being put
For the third story,

a child

observes that "there’s a different message than the other
two are telling you - in the second story,
something - in the third story,

she planted

the first boy got 36 more

points".
"What are you thinking?" the teacher asks him.
continues,

"This one’s telling you - the way I look at it -

is like this - that one has something left
first story)

- in that one

(referring to the

(pointing to story number two),

she had something - in this one there’s more."
child joins in,
numbers.

He

Another

"It’s a relationship between two different

It could be subtraction."

The teacher comments

favorably on the use of the word "relationships".

She is
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laying the groundwork for the idea of comparison.

She wants

to keep the discussion intently focused on the structure of
the stories so to prevent it from becoming a discussion on
solution strategies.

Then the teacher says,

talking about operations.

"We’re not

How about possible names for

these stories?"
She presents the "Something Happens Story" label for
the first story and explains that in this story you start
with a given number and then something happens to that
number; in this case,

the number gets broken up.

She labels

the second story an "Altogether Story" and the third one a
"Compare Story",

stating that "you can't say more or less

unless you're first comparing".
It is now time for the children to revisit the stories
they wrote.

The children,

in their pairs,

discuss with each other the math story

review and

(or stories)

they had

previously written and decide what kind of a story it is.
Each pair then reads its story aloud to the group,
categorizes it by affixing it under the proper label on the
board, and awaits agreement or disagreement from the rest of
the group.

The teacher is waiting for an opportunity to

spark discussion or debate about the structure of someone's
story.

The intent is for children to construct

understandings about the different structures of the
stories, how they're alike and different.

It is not

critical that the children and teacher unanimously agree on
what kind of story each is.

What is critical is for
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children to understand how one story structure differs from
another, how each is unique.
This process continues uneventfully until Jennifer and
Andy read their story:
chapter book.

A little

There were 21 pages left.

pages in the whole book.
altogether story."

Jennifer says,

There were 90
"We think it's an

Some children respond that they think

it's a compare story.
story.

girl read 69 pages of a

Others say it's a something happens

The teacher seizes this moment as a perfect

opportunity to discuss story structure.
T.: All right,
aloud.)

So,

(she rereads story

there are a couple of ways to look at this.

(She paraphrases.)
pages left.

let me look at this

90 pages altogether,

she read 69, 21

How many think this is an altogether story?

few hands go up.)

(A

So you know that if she read 69 pages and

then she read 21 pages,

that would feel like an altogether

story - but she didn’t read all the pages, did she?
S. :

I think it’s a something happens story...

T. :

(Interrupting) All right,

so the whole book has 90 pages

and she read 69 of them and you have to figure out how many
pages are left - it really does feel a little more like a
something happens story.

(It would have been better to ask

the student why he thinks it's a something happens story.
The student would have had to explain his thinking and his
response might have stimulated another child to respond,
which,

in turn,

could precipitate discussion among
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children.)

Do you understand the difference Jennifer and

Andy?
Jennifer:

I think itfs both.

T.: You think it’s both an altogether story and a something
happens story?

How would this be more like an altogether

story the way the story is told?

I think if you worded it a

certain way.
S. :

I think itfs a compare story.

T. :

You think it’s a compare story?

More than 1 student: Yeah, yeah.
T.:

How many of you think it is a compare story?

How many

of you think it’s a something happens story? So more people
think itfs either a something happens story or a compare
story.

Let’s talk about compare...what’s being compared

here if it’s a compare story?

(The teacher is trying to

move children to discuss and dissect story structure.)
S. : Well,

actually,

the information it tells you could be

used to compare those 2 numbers,
T. :

like the way it’s worded.

How could you word this to become a compare story?

S. : A little girl read a book called....no...read 69 pages
of a book.
it.
T. :

She had to read...no...The book had 90 pages in

She had 21 more pages to read.
So that would be more of a compare story you think?

Let’s look at something happens. Who said this should be a
something happens story.

Helen? Why do you think this should

be a something happens story?
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Helen: Because shefs reading a book and she reads more and
more pages and so she...
T.: Well,

she reads up to 69 pages and that’s how many she

reads but it doesn’t break that down into stages - it
doesn’t say she read 30, and then 20, and then...
Helen: But see,
because

I think it’s a something happens story

there's a book of 90 pages and she’s read 69 pages

of it and I think that something’s happened.
S. : Yeah,

see - it's doing the same thing as that one

(pointing to first story)

- it’s cutting off a number from a

bigger number...
T. :

I’ve got an idea! What if I changed the wording - I mean

not the wording - but I’m going to put the last sentence
first - everybody listen and see if it fits something
happens story:

There were 90 pages in a book.

read 69 pages of this book.

A little girl

There were 29 pages left.

(The

teacher is modeling a something happens story structure.)
Does that sound like a something happens story?
answer yes.)

(Many voices

I think putting that information...

Jennifer: But that's not how I wrote it.
T.: But what I’m saying to you is that the way that’s it’s
worded has mixed - you know, people are having a hard time
figuring out what kind of a story it is.

And I think it

really is this kind of story but people got mixed up because
we didn’t hear the number that you start with first which is
the number of pages in the whole book - in order to see what
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happens to the number - anybody else want to say anything
about this?
The teacher is trying to clarify for the children how
the wording implies structure; however,

she appears too

intent on everyone figuring out and agreeing upon "what kind
of a story it is".
would,

Inviting children to reword the story

I believe, encourage their thinking and meaning¬

making about story structure.

The teacher and I discussed

this piece of the lesson together later in the day.

She

expressed that she is attempting to be open-ended in her
questioning, and agreed that she was overly centered on
everyone agreeing on story type.

She believed that her

approach would become increasingly more "open-ended" as she
became more confident with the content.
Children did proceed to categorize their original
stories easily and accurately.

The teacher points out that

all the posted something happens stories have quantities
that have something

being taken away from them,

but a

something happens story can also have quantities that are
being added onto, as long as there’s a change in the
original quantity.

The stories remain on the board for

children to study and reread for the rest of the day.

The

ease and speed with which the children categorized their
stories and agreed and disagreed with each other and with
the teacher over story types,

similarities, and differences

confirmed a beginning understanding and facility with the
math story typology.
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A Review Session on Math Story Typology.

The children

continue to demonstrate their developing understandings
about math stories during the next session which starts off
with a review of the categorization activity.
takes place on a Monday afternoon,

(This session

so the children have had

a break of two days since the categorization activity.)
The teacher directs the children’s attention to three new
math stories

(Appendix J) posted on the board and asks the

children if they can recall the characteristics of each kind
of math story.

The children read the stories aloud and a

child volunteers that story number one is an altogether
story.

The teacher places the "Altogether” label above

story one.

There is strong agreement among the group that

story number two is a compare story.

The teacher places the

"Compare" label accordingly.
Children then offer that the third story is a something
happens story.

The teacher calls upon a student,

see a question mark on Rebecca’s face.
Rebecca?

saying,

What do you think,

Go ahead - if you doubt that this is a something

happens story,

talk about it."

She is hoping to initiate

discussion and debate as a means to clarify further for
children the typology schema. Rebecca responds by stating
that she thinks it looks a bit like an altogether story.
The discussion continues:
T.:

Can you try to tell us what the difference is

an altogether story and a something happens)?
Rebecca:

(She mumbles something.) No.

(between

"I
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T.: What happens in a something happens story/ Rebecca?
you remember?

Rebecca doesn't remember.

invites explanations from others.

Do

The teacher

A child volunteers,

"You

start with one number and something happens to that number that happens to 19 - 19 has 7 added onto it."

This student

is applying a straightforward definition of a something
happens story.
T.:

Let’s look at this one

start with a fixed number?

(pointing to story one).

Do you

If this were Aaron’s collection

by himself, and then more cards were added to his
collection,
Rebecca:

that would change it.

Oh,

I see - if it’s one person,

happens story and two people,

it’s a something

it’s an altogether.

This response demonstrates a misconception on the part
of this student.

The teacher qualifies the response, and

invites the class to respond to Rebecca:
T.:

In this case,

that helps to distinguish it.

some of your classmates could help out here.
you all say things in your own words.

I like it when

Can anyone

explain

the difference between that something happens story
three)
S.:

and this altogether story

That story

(story

(story one)?

(points to number three)

and does something to that number.
altogether one)

Maybe

starts with a number

This story (the

starts with two numbers.

(The teacher says

nothing.)
S.:

Something happens story means that something happens -

something changes

’cuss something happens to the number.

So
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19 plus 7 is 26. And this one,

the altogether story,

of the numbers combining

- it's putting all the

(sic)

is both

numbers altogether and the something happens is changing
something.
Rebecca: But you still put two numbers together.
T.:

It’s true in that way - you*re using the same operation
if you were to make a math problem out of each of these,

the same operation....
S.:

(looking directly at Rebecca and interrupting the

teacher)

See,

in that problem,

something happens.

Altogether means ALL the numbers together.
S. : Well,
stories,

if you change the wording around in both of these
the altogether story could be a something happens

story and the something happens story could be an altogether
story.

(This response reflects an understanding of story

structure.)
T. : Okay, do it.

Make the first story a something happens.

S. : Aaron had 21 baseball cards.
brought 24 baseball cards.
T. :

Then Ian came over and he

Altogether they had....

Still sounds like an altogether story to me....you have

to change the meaning of the story a little bit.
S. :

(same one)

Aaron had 21 baseball cards.

24 baseball cards from Ian.

Then he bought

Now he had 45 baseball cards.

T. : Does that make the difference, make this a something
happens story?
S.:

(new one to the discussion)

compare story? The first one?

Could I change that into a
Aaron had 21 baseball cards.
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Ian had 24 baseball cards.

(Pause - many hands go up -

children eager to answer.)
T.: Give her a minute, wait,
S.

continues:

give her a chance.

Together they had...(children around her

whispering "no, no")...Ian has....(nonverbal prompting and
encouragement from children around her)....Ian has 3 more.
The children applaud.
This was a very exciting session to observe.
the discussion,

During

children were clearly applying their

understandings and taking risks when they tried to reword
and restructure one story to make it fit another type.
There was a spirit of discourse and focused group inquiry
among the group.

Children were talking to each other,

answering each other,

following up on one another's input,

encouraging each other, and enjoying the whole process

(as

evidenced by the applause at the end).
For the second half of this session,

the teacher asks

each collaborative pair now to begin writing
of math stories,

a complete set

an example of each type of story.

She

picks up on the suggestion of two students to take the same
story and rewrite it to make it into an example of each type
of math story.

She adds that it is a clever idea if any

pair wishes to try it, or as first stated,
three totally different stories.
students'

they may create

By following up on the

suggestion to develop three different kinds of

stories from one story line,

she is confirming the students'

conceptualization of the assignment as a meaningful path to
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their understanding and is offering it to the other children
as a possibility for them to explore.
The pairs worked collaboratively at varying speeds and
intensity, but all wrote complete sets of math stories that
reflected an understanding of the characteristics of each
story type

(see Appendix J) .

The teacher and I observed,

both children’s written and oral performance,

in

the growth in

clarity and sophistication in their comments and questions
over just a three day period.

By the end of day three,

children were talking about their stories and the
similarities and differences in their structures with great
clarity and confidence.

Rebecca,

the child who

demonstrated confusion about altogether and something
happens stories during the discussion, exclaimed toward the
end of the writing period,

to no one in particular,

"Oh,

I

just understood something - a something happens story is
when there’s one number and there's a change to it, and an
altogether story is when two numbers are just put together!"
Benchmark III
The third benchmark:

There are many different

questions you can ask about one math story.
Being aware that one math story generates more than one
problem leads to the understanding that there are many
different questions you can ask about one math story.

The

teacher moves children to begin constructing an
understanding that many different questions can be asked
about a math story by telling them that she noticed that
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they "can actually get more than one math problem out of
every math story they write."
partners,

She asks them, with their

to try to write two math problems for each math

story in a prepared collection of four math stories
Appendix K); as with the model stories,

(see

these stories were

also related to their classroom curriculum and included the
names of children in the class.

She gives them very little

direction on how to go about this, other than to emphasize
the importance of discussion in their pairs.

She also tells

them that they cannot insert any new information into the
story,
story.

that they cannot change it any way or create a new
There is very little direction given to the children

at this point because we want to observe how children make
their own sense of this,

that is, how they manipulate the

story content in a way to create two math problems for each
story.
One child asks her to read one example of a story.
teacher reads the tortilla story and at the end,

says,

The
"then

you will discuss with your partner two math problems that
come from this story."
*20*".

The child responds,

"So you write

The teacher tells her it is the math problem she

must write.

The student says,

are there left?"

"Oh,

like how many tortillas

The teacher nods and asks if there are any

other questions. Children express some confusion as to the
task, but the teacher assures them, as their past history as
a class has shown,
pairs,

that once they get started in their

they will figure out what to do.
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The children did indeed "figure out what to do"; by the
end of this session each pair had created the result unknown
question for the pinata story and some pairs had created two
problems for the story.

It is interesting to note that each

pair created the result unknown question first; the research
tells us that it is the result unknown problem that is the
easiest to solve

(Riley,

Greeno,

& Heller,

1983).

The teacher introduces the next day’s session with the
pinata story.

She tells them that they will be continuing

with the question-making, or problem-making, but first she
wants to discuss what they figured out in their pairs the
day before.
thinking,

She wants children to talk out loud about their

their strategies,

their collaborative processes.

She can then use their words to reinforce strategies,
thereby confirming children's constructions and facilitating
others'

constructions.

Inviting the "think aloud" also

provides her with opportunities to seize teachable moments
to build on less complete constructions or to correct
misconceptions.
T.:

The problem you made up based on this story left

this number out

(she points to the number 18 in the story).

What was the question?
S. : How many pieces did Ahmed and Jenna pick up together?
(The teacher records the student’s question.

She then

covers up the number 9 in the story and asks what another
problem would be.)
S.: Ahmed picked up how many treats?
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T.: Do you want the question to be in the middle of your
problem?
S. :

(same one)

of the pinata.

Jenna picked up 7 treats that had spilled out
Ahmed picked up some treats.

Ahmed picked up 16 treats.

Jenna and

How many treats did Ahmed pick

up?
T. : What do you think I ?m going to do next?

Everyone think

to yourself- how would I make a problem with that third
number?

(She is adding the challenge of creating a third

question.)
S.:

There was a pinata at the Group M party.

had fun hitting it.

Jenna picked up a couple of treats that

had spilled out of the pinata.
T.:

The children

Ahmed picked up 9....

"Couple" implies close approximation.

say. . .Jenna and Ahmed picked up 16 treats.

You could
Ahmed picked up

9 treats and Jenna...
S.:

(same one,

interrupting)

Or you can just say,

"How many

treats did Jenna pick up?
The child is demonstrating ease with story editing in
order to streamline the wording.

This is also an example of

how this approach leads children to

experiment with and

explore the linguistic structure of word problems.
T.:

So you want to just jump to the question?

nods in the affirmative.)

(Student

The teacher has led this student

to model a problem-creating process.
The teacher then leads the group in rereading all the
problems they have created for the pinata story.

She
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directs them to continue writing their questions for the
other three stories in their folders, but they are to try to
write three problems for each story today instead of two as
assigned the day before.
The pairs work diligently, but slowly,
their questions for each story.

at creating

The modelling done by the

teacher during the first part of the session, although not
entirely explicit,

provided some cues and guidance for the

question-making activity.

It was clear at the end of the

session that another session would have to be devoted to
finishing these questions.

The teacher and I attributed the

childrenfs slow working pace to the tedious nature and
amount of the writing/recording

that needed to be done.

We

decided to address this concern in the following session.
A Continuation of Problem-making Activity.

The teacher

opens up the next day’s session with a review of the pinata
story

(an altogether story)

with its accompanying questions.

She covers each number in the story as the appropriate
question is read aloud by a child.

She explicitly states,

"You have used three numbers to make three questions.

How

many questions or problems are you making up for EACH story
in your folder?

Show me with your fingers."

hold up three fingers.

The children

"That’s right, a problem for EACH

number - three questions,

three problems. ’’

The teacher then tells the group that she noticed
yesterday that the writing appeared to be slowing them down,
so she is suggesting that today they switch off scribes.
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She says,

"while one of you is writing the other will be

helping by dictating the question and then for the next
problem you trade off."
idea.

The children appear to like this

She reminds them how important it is to discuss their

ideas with each other before writing anything down.

She

also asks them to reread their questions once they’re
recorded so that they "can be sure they make sense".

She

sends them off to work in their pairs after posting and
reviewing a chart of directions

(Appendix L).

Each pair wrote appropriate questions, or problems,
for the two something happens stories

(Appendix K).

Taking

turns to do the actual writing did appear to speed up the
process a bit,

although another class session was needed to

finish the problem-making activity.
presented the biggest challenge.

The compare story

The compare story

structure poses the greatest difficulty,
of the static nature of a compare story.
compare story,

I believe, because
In a simple

there is no action implied; two quantities

are being compared.

It appeared that most children did not

know what to do with this static relationship in the compare
story.

The questions children wrote implied a story

structure other than that found in a compare story

(see

Appendix M). One example follows:
The compare story:
art class.

Group M made Mexican figurines in

Loren and Rachel worked at the same table.

Loren made 4 figurines.

Rachel made 1.

figurines than Rachel did.

Loren made 3 more
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An example of a problem typically written by children
to accompany this story:
art class.

Group M made Mexican figurines in

Loren and Rachel worked at the same table.

Loren made 4 figurines.

Rachel made 1.

How many figurines

did Loren and Rachel make together?
The difficulty children encountered when creating
questions for the compare story shaped the emphasis and
direction for the next instructional session.
Benchmark IV
The fourth benchmark:

How are the questions different?

As a group, with the use of an overhead projector,

the

teacher and children together examine and discuss the
possible questions for the two something happens stories
and the compare story they have been working on with their
partners

(Appendix M).

The intent of this activity is for

the children to review explicitly the different kinds of
questions that emerge from each kind of math story and
especially to look closely at the compare story.
Understanding how each question relates to the specific
story structure and emanates from it is critical to
comprehending the word problem schema.

They begin by

quickly reviewing the pinata story and accompanying
questions being projected on the screen.
The teacher opens up the discussion by asking,

"Let’s

take a look at the problems that you wrote and Ifd like you
to tell me what steps, what process, did you all go through
in order to write these three questions?"

A child responds,
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"Well,

I took one number and pretended it wasn’t there and

then I tried to write the problem to help other people
figure out how many there were, what that number was."

The

teacher asks if anyone would like to add to what was just
said, perhaps using actual numbers from the story.
child offers,

" Me and Helen picked a number,

Another

like the

number of treats Ahmed picked up, and said to ourselves,
’Now we have to write a problem that doesn’t tell how many
treats Ahmed picked up’,
some.”’

so we would say ’Ahmed picked up

The teacher inquires if anyone else wants to say

anything about any of this.

There are no volunteers.

She

is trying to bring forward different examples and processes
used by the children.
The teacher projects story number two on the screen.
Two questions are already written underneath the story.

She

asks children to think about what the third question should
be.

Many hands go up to volunteer the question.

Children

do not appear to have any difficulty with creating and
articulating the remaining question for this story and for
the next story the teacher projects,
another something happens story

story number three,

(Appendix M).

She asks

children to put their hands up if they see that there is a
new question for each number in the story. Children are very
attentive throughout this activity.

The teacher has

determined that children are comfortable and confident with
generating questions for something happens stories.
turns to

the compare story structure:

She
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T.:

Let’s take a look at a compare story now.

read the compare story first,

then I'll show you the kinds

of questions you can ask about a compare story.
to ask yourself,
the story?’

I’ll

I want you

’Is there a question for every number in

(She reads aloud story number four.)

Now as I

read the three questions that many of you wrote for this
story, what I want you to look for again,
question for every number in the story?
first question:
together?)

is,

is there a

(She reads the

How many figurines did Loren and Rachel make

She presents nonexamples here, an instructional

strategy used to prompt children's explanations for WHY
something "doesn't fit, doesn't work" as a way to articulate
and demonstrate understanding.
S. : No,

it’s wrong!

T. : Why don’t I read all of them and then if you have any
comments we’ll discuss them all together?

(She reads: How

many figurines did Rachel make? How many figurines did Loren
make?)

So what do you think? Put your hand up if you think

there is a question for each of the numbers in the story.
(Only one hand goes up.)

Uh,uh - so,

this is different -

something is happening here - so what do you notice?

(She

is inviting discussion.)
S.: Well,

it says in the story Group M made Mexican

figurines...(he reads the story)....Loren makes 3 more
figurines

(emphasizes the word ’more’)

question says

and the first

’how many did they make altogether?’

That

would be an altogether story - this is a compare story - so
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you should put instead....How many more figurines did Loren
make than Rachel?

The teacher illustrates,

"So Larry's

making observations about people getting mixed up about
altogether stories and compare stories.

We'll have to go

back to some of the things you said in a minute because I
think you have suggested it would be a good idea to rewrite
these and that is what we're going to do, but before I start
rewriting, does anyone want to make an observation?"
S.: Well, whoever wrote this, well what they did is use the
fact that how many they make together is five instead of
using how many more did Loren make than Rachel. . .or how many
less did Rachel make.

The person who wrote this used that

they made five figurines all together and that's not asking
a question from the story - that's making up a new number
and excluding the old.
The teacher confirms what the child says,
self-check strategy for this process:
yourself is to say,
not there,

is it?'

and offers a

"One way to check

'Do I see five in this story and it's
Anybody else have a comment?

Let's take

a look at this story and let's rewrite the question to fit
the compare story.

I think that our two spokespeople have

been very clear about how these questions do not reflect the
kind of story it is and are not using the numbers that are
actually in the story.

Who wants to make a question?

(Teacher rereads the story.) We will all listen to you first
so the whole class can hear and think

'Is it a compare story

problem? Does it use the number from the story?'

(She
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reinforces the self-check strategy.)

Then wefll think about

the problem before we write it down.
S.: Group M made Mexican figurines in art class. Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.

Loren made 5 figurines.

Rachel made some — no, no, wait — Rachel made 1 figurine.
Loren made some.

Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel

made. How many did Loren make?
The teacher uses this student's self-correction as an
opportunity to discuss the words used for the unknown
variable.
T.: All right, you know what Helen did that's very
interesting?
1,

When she came to this statement - Rachel made

I think she wanted to say,

'Rachel made some', and she

was going to make this the unknown number

(pointing to some)

- the number she was going to make the question from, but
she saw it was only 1 - if you want to replace that with the
fact that she made something, but you don't want to give the
number away, how could you say it if you know the number is
1?
one?

If Helen said 'some', would you think it was more than
How many of you would think that was more than one if

Helen had said 'Rachel made some'?
That's tricky.

(All hands go up.)

Can anyone think of a substitute for 'some'

or even changing the sentence around?
S.: Rachel made Mexican figurines. No, actually,

that's not

true - she only made one, but if....
S.:

(interrupting)

I know how you do it!

You can

go....Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.

Loren
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and Rachel worked at the same table.
figurines.

Loren made 4

Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel did.

How many did Rachel make?
The teacher jumps in here,

naming the strategy:

"In

other words, you don’t say anything," she remarks.
S. :

(same one) Yeah.

T. : Because you already said that Rachel is making figurines
and you assume that she is making some and them if you ask
how many did Rachel make you know she's making some, and
you're comparing what she made to what Loren made.
teacher adds another layer here.)
need that sentence

(The

So you probably don't even

(referring back to Helen).

So why don't

you go back to your original question and we'll do it that
way - we'll just leave that sentence out.
Helen: Okay.

Group M made Mexican figurines.

Rachel worked at the same table.

Loren and

Loren made 4 figurines.

Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel did.

How many did

Rachel make?
T.:

Great!

I'm ready for the second problem.

remember the first problem.

Again,

Which number did this problem

represent?
S. :

1.

T. : Listen first - see if it fits a compare story.
S. :

Group M made. . . (she reads story) . . .Rachel made 1. Loren

made 3 more than Rachel did.
make?

How many figurines did Loren
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T.: Any discussion about this one? Put your hand up if you
think it fits the structure of a compare story.
go up.)

(All hands

Show me with your fingers what number that question

represents?

(Children show the number 4.)

Is there someone

who wants to word that same problem differently?
but still have the same meaning?

Reword it,

(Two children attempt to

do this, but only add a descriptive phrase to the original
question; e.g.,

Loren made some figurines too.

Neither

attempt succeeds at a rewording.)
The teacher decides to move on.

She told me later that

she wanted to keep children focused on creating questions
appropriate to a compare story; the variety in wording was
of secondary importance.
T.:

Letfs go onto the third question, but let’s come back

to this idea of rewording.

I'm curious to see the different

ways you could write this problem.
S.:

Group M made Mexican figurines.

at the same table.

Loren and Rachel worked

Loren made 4 figurines.

Rachel made 1.

How many less figurines did Rachel make?
Another student responds: Not exactly.

You’re asking how

many less Rachel made, but in the story it says how many
more Rachel made instead of how many less.
S.: You're changing it.

(The student is referring to the

original version of the story.)
S.: No, we're not changing it.
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The teacher invites discussion on this point: Anybody else
have a response to that?

Now,

if you say that something is

less, are you still comparing?
S. : Yes, but you're not using the same numbers in the same
way.
T. : Yes, you're not telling what's more.

Since the story is

coirparing to show who has more, has anybody thought of a
question that tells who has made more?
two questions:

Let's look at the

How many figurines did Rachel make?

other question is

And the

'How many figurines did Loren make?'

Can

somebody ask a question that asks how many more somebody
made than less?
S. : We've used 4 and 5?
The teacher does not answer her question:

Somebody tell

Jennifer what number we used to make the first problem.
(Somebody does.)

For the second question - How many

figurines did Loren make? Jennifer:

Okay,

so....

what number did we use?

Loren made 4 figurines.

Rachel made

1. How many more did Loren make than Rachel?
T. : Let's look back at the story and see if it's the number
we need.

(Again,

the teacher is modelling a self-check

strategy.)
This session concludes with the teacher praising the
children's thinking and focus.

The teacher does not return

to the issue of rewording; the lesson had gone on long
enough,

she told me later.

In discussing this session with

the teacher, we both observed that the children were very
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focused,

attentive, and involved throughout.

For forty five

minutes,

the children focused on the overheads and the

conversation without needing any reminders from the teacher
about good listening behavior or appropriate behavior in
general.
a solid

Their comments,

responses, and questions reflected

understanding of how the questions for each story

type are different.
This understanding is further confirmed the next day
when children receive a set of typed math stories many of
them had created for the complete set assignment earlier on.
The teacher directs each pair to write the remaining
question for each story
on the paper).

(two questions are already recorded

She tells them that they have to write two

problems for the compare story.
task,

The teacher reviews the

referring to a chart outlining the directions

(Appendix N) .

She reinforces the importance of discussing,

reaching consensus before recording any problems, and
rereading their questions to be sure they make sense and fit
the story type.

She also reminds the children to take

turns acting as scribe.
All the pairs completed this work successfully,
including creating problems for the compare story that
matched well with the story type

(see Appendix N) .

Many of

the pairs had lively discussions throughout this work.

One

child, upon hearing his partner's suggestion for a question,
tells her that they have already created that very question.
She insists they have not.

He suggests that she reread
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their questions and think about it.
corrects,

saying,

"Oh,

oh,

She does,

I guess we have.

and then selfI was

suggesting another way of saying exactly the same thing I
guess."

Another example of a collaborative pairfs process

is when Danny dictates,
original collection?"
they have agreed on,
original collection."

"How many trolls did she have in the
As Laura,

Danny edits,

his partner,
"No,

Then he adds

writes what

it should say her

"...before her

birthday."
Benchmark V
The fifth benchmark:
complicated....!

Math stories can be longer,

more

story can be made up of more than 1 kind of

story.
As evidenced in the discussion,

the children have

demonstrated their developing schematic knowledge about
simple math stories and math story problems.

The teacher

builds on this knowledge construction process now by
challenging children to think about a math story that is
more complicated than the ones they have been reading,
studying,

and creating up to this point.

Research tells us

that it is the multi step math word problem that presents the
greatest challenge for representation

(Sowder,

1988).

She

begins this discussion by complimenting them on the
questions they just created for their stories,

and by asking

them to reflect on how far they’ve come from those first few
days when "we were just beginning our discussion about math
stories and the kinds of math problems we can make from math
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stories".

She continues,

"You have gone from looking like

you have question marks on your faces to really
understanding what this is all about and to being able to
create these kinds of stories and problems."
She challenges each pair to create a math story that is
much more complicated,

one that has more than three numbers

and uses two kinds of stories.

She records children’s

suggestions for what two kinds of stories they might put
together to make a more complicated story:

Altogether

and

Compare; Altogether and Something Happens; Something Happens
and Compare.

A child suggests "Altogether and Compare and

Something Happens".

The teacher praises her for this

thought, but tells the group that she wants everybody to
write a story that has two types of math stories in it
first,
two.

then they can go ahead and write one with more than

She wants to be sure children are successful with a

"two in one" before they try a more complex story.
She then asks if an "Altogether and Altogether" story
combination is possible.

Larry says,

"An altogether and

something happens would be the easiest because you start out
with something happening,

like she got something, and then

altogether she has...(he drifts off)...And also maybe an
altogether and altogether story,

she gets something and gets

something else and altogether she has that and then after
that she gets something else,

then altogether after that."

The teacher interjects at this point,

remarking that it must
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be clear that itfs two different altogether stories being
put together.

She invites them to accept this challenge.

The teacher then reviews the task,

reminding children

to talk at length with their partners first because it is
important to "get it clear in their minds the two kinds of
stories they’re combining".

She suggests to them that they

use the backs of papers in their folders to plan before they
write:

they may want to sketch out their ideas with a

sequence,

a diagram,

story types.

or symbols like "S H" or "A" to label

She reviews the chart posted on the board

(Appendix 0), highlighting the criterion that their creation
must be "a sensible story".

She adds,

"Which means the

numbers should match the problem - not be exaggerated - not
larger or smaller than they should be.
story,

Make sure your whole

including the numbers you use, makes sense."

She

reminds children that models of each story type are
displayed on the board.

She challenges children to be

creative as they invent their stories.
The teacher has again kept the directions to a minimum
so as to encourage children to participate in "sense-making"
with each other.

Also,

the children's interpretations of

and innovations on the assignment and their final creations
will stimulate the teacher's next steps in planning
instruction.
Children appeared to be very concerned about "making
sense" as they discussed possibilities for their multi-type
math story.

Some pairs created a story that had two very
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distinct stories within it.

These pairs tended to create

these stories in a linear way,

first inventing one kind of

story and then adding on a related story of another kind.
Here's an example of this kind of creation:
Tim and Ian were playing basketball.
the first half.

Ian got 32 points.

Tim got 24 points in
Altogether they had 56

points.

In the second half Tim got 30 points.

points.

Altogether they got 51 points.

Ian got 21

(Altogether and

Altogether)
Other pairs created a more integrated story in which there
were two kinds of math stories:
Zara and David were at a Red Sox vs. Mets game.
brought $34.00 each.
large soda.

They

Each of them got a large popcorn and a

The soda cost $2.50 and the popcorn was $4.00.

After buying their food,

Zara and David each had $27.50.

(Altogether and Something Happens)
This pair tended to work in a nonlinear way,

thinking about

a whole story that has two types of math stories within it.
Benchmark VI
The sixth benchmark:

Many different kinds of questions

can be asked about a multiple-type math story.
The teacher tells the children how much she enjoyed
watching them invent their multi-type stories during the
previous session and how ready they were for that challenge.
"So today," she begins,

"here comes another challenge - try

to write all the questions, all the problems for your story.
Remember that you have more than three numbers in your
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story, which means you are going to have as many questions
as you have numbers in your story."

She tells them that she

observed everyone making an effort to discuss with their
partners what their story should be before recording it, and
she encourages them to continue the same kind of discussion
today.

She shows the chart outlining the task for today’s

session

(Appendix P).

She suggests that they "do the

easiest and hardest label at the end, or as they go along".
She tells them that they need to write the whole problem
because they will be solving each other’s problems the
following week.

She concludes by reminding them to reword

their story each time to "fit the question".
The collaborative pairs needed two class sessions to
generate

all the possible problems for their multi-type

stories and to identify the ones they thought would be the
hardest and the easiest to solve.

(Some disagreed with each

other vehemently and never reached consensus about this and
some designed a continuum of hardest,

second hardest, and so

on.
Children continued to be concerned about "sense-making"
as they created their questions.

Of particular concern to

some pairs was verb tense; for example:
his partner,

referring to one of their questions,

doesn’t make sense."
The other responded,
change

’had'

One child said to

to

His partner replied,

"This

"Sure it does."

"Let's read it over again....oh,

’has’....now it makes sense."

I see,
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The teacher and I chose one story problem from each
pair to reproduce for the solving problem activity on the
last day

(Appendix Q).

We were very pleased and impressed

with the quality of questions each pair of children had
generated for their story.

We concluded that each pair had

reached the final benchmark successfully, demonstrating
their schematic knowledge constructions each step of the
way.
On the last day of the project, each pair had the
opportunity to solve the multi-type story problems created
by their classmates
their problems).

(each pair was represented with one of

The teacher introduced this activity,

referring to a chart posted with the directions for the
activity

(Appendix Q).

There was great excitement during

this problem solving activity.

Children were enjoying

solving the math story problems their classmates had
authored.

Children were asking the authors to clarify and

authors were offering clarification, often unsolicited.
"No,

that’s not what we meant!" exclaimed one child when he

heard classmates misinterpreting his problem.
over to their work area to offer his help.

He rushed

Children were

actively seeking meaning as they read, discussed, and solved
each other's problems.
This questioning and search for clarification and
meaning continued to be evident in the closing discussion:
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T.:

That was a spectacular job that you did of solving each

otherfs problems today!
this unit,

Now that we have come to the end of

I would like you to think about all of this,

especially what you did today.

When you read each problem

today, how many of you thought of the kind of story
stories)
solve it?

(or

that was in that problem when you were starting to
Those of you with your hands up - any comments

about that? What was your mind doing when you read these
problems?
S. :

I think that knowing what type of problem it is helps me

to solve it because it sort of helps me think of a way to
solve it.
T. :

So you thought of that as a good starting point?

Anyone

else want to make a comment?
S. :

I was seeing how many more did Mona have than Kara and I

would think,

f0h,

that's a compare story because they're

comparing Mona and Kara'.
T. : When you finished solving the problem, did you ever
change your mind about what kind of story it was when you
were all finished?
(The teacher is reinforcing the idea that it is most
important to focus on the structure inherent in the
problem.)
S. :

(same one)

Sometimes I thought different things than my

partner did.
T. : And did either of you ever change your mind once you
discussed with each other what kind of a story it was?
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(Both children nod affirmatively.)
about whether they were compare,

Did anyone ever think

something happens,

altogether problems after you had read it and when you were
at a different stage?
S. : Well, when I was writing

’easiest* and *hardestf, one

thing that makes it easier is that altogether stories are
usually easier than compare stories, or something happens.
T. :

How many of you agree with her,

that an altogether story

is probably easier than a compare story?
Very interesting.

(7 hands go up.)

(Research confirms this observation;

altogether stories with result unknown are the easiest to
solve

(Riley et al,

1983).)

A child interprets this question as meaning that
certain numbers are easier to work with:
automatically 88,

"Like 44 and 44 is

consider that easy because it comes

automatically, you can have 4 plus 4 is 8, you know, but in
the Mona and Kara story,

that’s a compare because they’re

comparing Kara to Mona and Mona to Kara."
T.: Ummmm, but you’re talking about two different things
there.

Once you know what to do with the numbers,

the level

of difficulty with the numbers is one thing but we’re also
talking about making the decision of what kind of a story it
is and how you should solve it, what you should do with
those facts,

those numbers in the story.

(The teacher wants

to keep attention focused on story/problem structures.)
S.:
stories?

I have a question. Are there any other types of
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This question demonstrates meaning-based inquiry.
teacher responds, enthusiastically,

The

"That's an excellent

question! What do you think? What do you think might be one
answer to that question?"

(Some children quietly say "no",

others say "yes".)
S.:

(same one) Well,

I can't think of any.

The teacher invites conjecture:

"I wonder if there

would be ways in which they could be put together in a very
interesting way that we haven't explored yet?

You know what

I mean? Maybe more complicated, using some of these basic
story ideas

(points to story models posted on the board).

That is such a good question, Andy! Does anybody have a
quick thought about that?"
S.: Well,

I think that sometimes when people write stories

they make up their own kinds of story because if you just
wrote down a story you might say,
something happens,

'um,

is this really

or really putting these numbers together,

or comparing a number? *.
At this point,

the teacher offers a metaphor to the children

as another way of making sense of all of this.
this process to their

work at the computer,

She compares

comparing this

to how they've written separate procedures for a door,
frame,

for a roof.

for a

"Then you put these subprocedures

altogether into a super procedure and give it another name,
you put all those ideas together into one big one."
points to the story labels on the board.

She

Perhaps you could

put all of these together the way you put the subprocedures
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together and call it a different kind of story.

If we were

to do this for four more weeks maybe thatfs the kind of
thing we might do."
A child's statement takes the discussion in another
direction:

"Well, a multiplication story is always an

altogether story."
T.: Why is that?
S. :

(same one)

Because it's always adding things and also

isn't the subtracting always a something happens story?
T. : What do you all think? Is a something happens story
always just involving subtraction?

(A number of children

call out "no".)
S. :

(same one)

But if a subtraction story is ONLY a

something happens story?
T. : Oh,

in other words,

an altogether story couldn't be

subtraction - is that what you're saying?
S. :

(same one) Not really.

T. : And you're saying that a compare story couldn't be
subtraction?
S. :

(same one) Well, you could subtract the same thing

twice.
T. :

So you could use subtraction to solve a compare story

problem,

right?

And could you use subtraction to solve a

something happens story problem?
S. :

(same one)

Yes.

T. : But not this one
the board).

(pointing to the altogether label on
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S. :

(same one) No.

T. : You*re really thinking - it's very interesting that
you*re taking it that far.
any further.

(The teacher does not pursue this

She redirects the discussion.) Any other

comments not just about what you did today but about the
unit and any thoughts you may have?
A child wants to return to the previous discussion:

"Well

this is sort of something continued from what she just said
(referring to the last student who spoke).

You can do

addition on a something happens story and an altogether
story but you can*t do addition on a compare story."
T. : Ummmm,

okay, everybody think about this - Kathy is

saying you can*t do addition on a compare story - think
about it.

(Some say quietly,

**Yes you can.**)

Can anybody

think of a compare story problem that would involve that?
This was a good question to involve children; asking
them for a concrete example focuses their concentration.
S.: Well,

I can*t think of one but you can

T.: We need an example to convince Kathy,

(do it)....

I think.

("Convincing Kathy" gives purpose and authenticity to this
discussion.)
S.: Because if you say Annie had 24 apples and Sarah had 46
apples....you sort of can because you can add those two
together.
The teacher maintains attention on the idea of comparing:
"Would that help you to compare, which one is more, which
one is less?"
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S. : You have to have two stories if you want to have an
adding and....(This student is thinking about a multistep
story.)
T. : Right, but we're talking about a story problem that's
only a compare story problem.
about this among children.)

(Lots of quiet discussion

So, do you agree with Kathy?

S. :

(same one)

Yes.

T. :

So she agrees with you Kathy,

after she thought about

it.
S. :

(same one)

But you can have two stories.

T. :

That's right - in two stories then you could have both

and then they would go hand in hand, but when it's by
itself....
S.:

I have one!

Was Mona and Kara a compare story? Yes,

that uses addition:

Mona had 3 pieces of candy.

Kara had

2. You could do....How many more did Mona have than Kara?
You could do 3 minus 2 and you'd have an answer.
The teacher reminds the child of Kathy's original statement:
"Weren't we talking about addition? Is it likely that you
would use addition to solve a compare story?"
S. :

It IS likely that you would use subtraction to solve a

compare story.
T. : Ummmm, but we have not yet been able to come up with an
example of a compare story problem that uses addition.
(There is a tone of challenge in her voice.)
S.:

I might have an example - Tim had 46 apples in buckets.

Jenna had 56 apples in buckets.

How many more apples in
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buckets did Jenna have than Tim?

And you could use

addition.
T.: What are you adding to find out the answer?
S. :
T.

I know what she means!
to the child with the apple story: No, what are you

adding? What are the numbers you're adding together?
S.:

(same one)

I know what she means!

S. with the apple story: Well,
S.:

I know what she means!

I mean 46 to 56...

(She can't stay in her seat,

she's so eager to jump in with her explanation.)
The teacher explains,

"Oh,

so she's using addition as a

strategy to solve the problem."
S.

(the one jumping out of her seat):

(She rushes to the board and writes.)

I know what she means!
She means

this.She means something like 46 plus what?
on the board:)

(She writes

46
+

_

56
The teacher restates it succinctly for all:
exactly, ummm.So,

"Umm,

THIS would tell us that you can use

addition as part of your strategy to solve the problem.

The

way to solve it directly would most likely use subtraction
but you could use addition to solve the problem."
This closing discussion reflected the beginning of true
mathematical discourse among the children and teacher.
Children were talking to each other - building on,
elaborating,

clarifying, questioning, and supporting what
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their classmates had to say.

The teacher was not the

"teller of all information"; she rephrased children’s
questions,

returned questions with questions,

and conjectured

along with the children.

and "wondered"

I had observed

glimpses of mathematical discourse beginning to develop in
previous sessions, but never was it more evident throughout
the project than in this final discussion.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS,

IMPLICATIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The purpose of the study was to design,

implement, and

evaluate the feasibility of a constructivist instructional
approach to help children be successful arithmetic word
problem solvers.

This study, once evaluated and refined,

will serve to inform further instructional research in
arithmetic word problem solving.

The approach is designed

to lead children to be active constructors of their own
knowledge about arithmetic word problems and their
structure.

It involves children collaborating as authors of

word problems, building on their own language and personal
experiences with number and real-world problems.
The children's oral and written work,

the videotapes

and audiotapes of the classroom sessions, and my
observations and those of the teacher provide convincing
evidence that the children moved from having little or no
knowledge

of arithmetic word problem schemata to a

considerable amount of knowledge in just thirteen class
sessions.

The stories and problems the children created

collaboratively and the questions and discussions the
children and the teacher pursued together in the spirit of
mathematical discourse reflect that this approach holds
promise as a basis for robust, meaning-based instruction in
arithmetic word problem solving.

Developing the math story-
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problem connection by building on children's personal
experiences,

their existing knowledge structures,

own language proved to be a rich,

engaging,

and their

and feasible

approach for helping children construct schematic knowledge
in arithmetic word problem solving.

The data show that

children acquired the schematic knowledge necessary to
understand word problem structure across problem types,
knowledge they did not have at the outset of the study.
This study also provides a process description of the
performance and activity of a group of children and their
teacher collaborating to construct knowledge about
arithmetic word problems and their structure.

The study

offers a model for writing-based instruction as a
meaningful, productive means to constructing mathematical
knowledge.

One question now for further research is if the

schematic knowledge children construct as a result of such
instruction translates to better problem solving performance
when compared to more conventional forms of instruction and
classroom activity.

A rigorous test for this is needed.

The intent of this study was not focused on teacher
development and change; however,

it is difficult to ignore

how important and instrumental the teacher in this study was
in facilitating the children's knowledge construction.

The

freer exchange of ideas among the children and the more
open-ended nature of questions posed by the teacher in the
last sessions of the study reflected a teacher who was
becoming increasingly comfortable and confident with the
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constructive process, with her own doubts,
her students.
building on,

Children were truly talking to each other;
clarifying,

classmates had to say.
process.

and the doubts of

and questioning what their
The teacher was facilitating this

She observed and felt it happening too.

These observations prompt a number of questions to
stimulate further research:

Just how important is the

teacher's role in instruction of this nature?

What kind of

preparation and professional development do teachers need to
have to serve them well with this kind of instructional
methodology, not only in mathematics teaching, but in other
content areas as well so that children can construct
metacognitive problem solving knowledge and skills across
disciplines?

How can the creation of benchmarks to inform

and guide instruction, observation,

and assessment

facilitate children's metacognitive processes in other
domains?

What is important and essential to consider when

creating benchmarks for curricular and instructional
guidance?

The teacher and I worked very closely together

throughout the entire study.

Did I as the designer,

observer, and evaluator of this approach become a mentor to
the teacher's process and professional development
throughout the course of the study?

What is the role and

impact of a mentor in a case such as this?

These are all

questions that I believe could stimulate interesting and
productive research.
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In refining this instructional approach for further
research,

I suggest that thought be given to ways to reduce

the writing demand on children.

The amount of writing can

quickly become a tedious task for some children.

One

suggestion may be to use word processors whenever computers
are available.

Another suggestion would be for the teacher

to copy for the children any repetitive part of the text of
a story or problem they are working on over the course of a
few days.
If this approach is implemented in classrooms where
children are not used to working cooperatively,

the teacher

needs to teach skills for successful collaboration.

The

collaborative model needs to be modelled, practiced,

and

discussed with the children consciously and directly for it
to be beneficial to all.

If this approach is extended for a

longer time in a classroom,

the teacher may consider

changing pairs after a reasonable chunk of instruction.
Triads could also work well, but may require even more
teacher attention to the collaborative process.
Thought needs to be given to the elaboration and
extension of multiple-type

(complex)

also with extraneous information.
not surprisingly,

stories and problems,

The research tells us,

that the most difficulty with

representational issues arises with complex problems and the
inclusion of extraneous information

(Sowder,

1988).

An

added challenge to consider with the longer, multi-type
stories and problems is the larger writing demand on the
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children.

This approach could also be expanded upon to

include other problem types

(e.g., equalizing)

multiplication/division problems.

and

More time also needs to

be given to children to solve each other's problems.
suggestions could be best implemented,

I believe,

These

if the

approach was spread out over the course of the academic
year,

rather than compressed in a short time period, as it

was for the purposes of this study.
There are other recommendations for further research
implicated by this study:

1.) An exploration of any sex

differences in the children's performance:
videotapes of the sessions,

I am struck by the high

involvement of the girls in the class.
integration of the writing,

In viewing the

I wonder if the

the emphasis on discussion, and

the peer collaboration account for the high engagement on
the part of the girls.

2.) An in-depth study and analysis

of the mathematical discourse within a collaborative pair or
among a group of children:

I observed some pairs talking a

great deal together about their work,

some talking a little,

and some where one partner clearly dominated the direction
and pace of their work together.

An in-depth look and

analysis of the discourse between an evenly matched, highly
engaged pair could inform instruction in this domain.

3.)

A study of children's continued application and refinement
of their developing knowledge structures in arithmetic word
problem solving over time.

The teacher reported to me that

the parents of one of the girls in the class had observed
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their child writing math stories and problems at home and on
paper napkins as they were waiting for their food in a
restaurant.
study,

The teacher also reported that weeks after the

children were naming problem types and discussing

them when faced with math problems. Documenting children's
applications and performance in arithmetic word problem
solving over the course of a school year or a period of
years would help us understand better how thinking changes
and develops in this domain.
Replicating this study in classrooms with different
populations of children in both urban and rural schools is
also an important recommendation for further research.

The

classroom in this study, despite its heterogeneous mix and
twenty five percent minority representation, was made up of
children from middle to upper middle class families.

A

further consideration is to implement the study in
classrooms where textbook-driven curriculum is the norm.
Implications for preservice teacher education emerge as
another recommendation for further research.
and maintaining an open-ended,

Implementing

constructivist instructional

approach to teach the schematic knowledge underlying word
problem structure is,
teacher.

to say the least, a challenge for a

Truly successful constructivist teaching and

learning in any domain depends on teachers having a solid
knowledge of the subject matter in order to facilitate,
scaffold,

their students'

understandings.

to

How can teacher

education best prepare preservice teachers to become
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knowledgeable,

constructivist teachers of mathematics is a

question that leads to many possibilities to pursue in
future research.

APPENDIX A
TYPES OF WORD PROBLEMS
(RILEY, GREENO, & HELLER, 1983)
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MARY S. RILEY. JAMES G. GREENO. AND JOAN I. HELLER

(1983)
Table 4 J
Types of Word Problems*
Action
CHANGE
Result unknown
1. Joe had 3 marbles.
Then Tom gave him 5 more marbles.
How many marbles does Joe have now?
2. Joe had 8 marbles.
Then he gave 5 marbles to Tom.
How many marbles does Joe have now?
Change unknown
3. Joe had 3 marbles.
Then Tom gave him some more marbles.
Now Joe has 8 marbles.
How many marbles did Tom give him?
4. Joe had 8 marbles.
Then he gave some marbles to Tom.
Now Joe has 3 marbles.
How many marbles did he give to Tam?
Stan unknown
5. Joe had some marbles.
Then Tom gave him 3 more marbles.
Now Joe has 8 marbles.
How many marbles did Joe have in the
beginning?
6. Joe had some marbles.
Then he gave 5 marbles to Tom.
Now Joe has 3 marbles.
How many marbles did Joe have in the
beginning?
EQUALIZING
1. Joe has 3 marbles.
Tom has 8 marbles.
What could Joe do to have as many
marbles as Tom?
(How many marbles does Joe need to
have as many as Tom?)
2. Joe has 8 marbles.
Tom has 3 marbles.
What could Joe do to have as many
marbles as Tom?

Static
COMBINE
Combine value unknown
1. Joe has 3 marbles.
Tom has 3 marbles.
How many marbles do they have
altogether?
Subset unknown
2. Joe and Tom have 8 marbles altogether.
Joe has 3 marbles.
How many marbles does Tom have?
COMPARE
Difference unknown
1. Joe has 8 marbles.
Tom has 3 marbles.
How many marbles does Joe have more
than Tom?

2. Joe has 3 marbles.
Tom has 3 marbles.
How many marbles does Tom have less
than Joe?
Compared quality unknown
3. Joe has 3 marbles.
Tom has 3 more marbles than Joe.
How many marbles does Tom have?
4. Joe has 8 marbles.
Tom has 3 marbles less than Joe.
How many marbles does Tom have?
Referent unknown
3. Joe has 8 marbles.
He has 3 more marbles than Tom.
How many marbles does Tom have?
6. Joe has 3 marbles.
He has 3 marbles less than Tom.
How many marbles does Tom have?

APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE TO BUILD
SCHEMATIC KNOWLEDGE OF MATH STORY PROBLEMS
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Willis & Fuson

(1988)
PUT-TOGETIIER (COMBINE):

missing SECOND PART

(AU)
(Pan)
(Pan)
ion and Bill have 814 toys altogether. Jon has 342 toys. How many toys
does Bill have?
tj
d

342
814
A

CHANGE-GET-MORE:

missing START

(Stan)
(Change)
(End)
Jon had some toys. Then Bui gave him342 more toys. Now Jon has 814 toys.
How many toys did Jon have to stan with?

c

s

E

814

CHANGE-GET-LESS:

missing CHANGE

(Stan)
(Change)
(End)
Jon had 814 toys. Then he gave some toys to Bill. Now Jon has 342 toys.
How many toys did Jon give to Bill?

c

s
814

■>

342

COMPARE: missing BIG
(Small)
(Difference)
Jon has 342 toys. Bill has 472 more toys than Jon has.
How many toys does Bill have?

<Bi8)

S

D

342 472 i
¥
Figure 1. Examples of word problems with verbal labels applied
and drawings as they would be filled before selection of a solution
procedure.
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116

LAUREN B. RESNICK

(1983)
□ Peter had aome marbles.
David brought him 5 more marbles for their game.
Now Peter has 7 marbles.
How many marbles did Peter have at tre start?
7 - 5 - □

M B

5 ♦ □ - 7

E

M

_ Sam had 5 apples.
7 children are skating.
5 are boys.

□ Sarah had 2.
How many did they have altogether?

□ How many are girls?

Carol baked 7 dozen cookies.
John baked 5 dozen cookies.
How many more did Carol bake than John?

Mapping of stories and number sentences to a concrete model of Part-Whole.
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Abstract of Pilot Study

(Etheredge 1992)

Writing Math Story Problems:

Children as Authors

This study is a field test of initial stages of an
instructional approach designed to teach children how to
represent and solve arithmetic word problems.

The research

questions for this pilot study are to investigate if
children can grasp the concept of a "math story",
relationship to math word problems,

its

that different types of

stories lead to different problems, and that many problems
can be written from one story.
The instruction builds on children's existing
understandings and previous experiences with word problems.
Children explore the relationship between math stories like
those they encounter daily and math story problems.

They do

this while engaging in meaningful discussions and writing
math stories/problems in collaborative pairs, based on a
context of shared experiences.

Children grapple with both

linguistic and logicomathematical issues through this active
process of authoring different kinds of simple and complex
stories/problems with a partner who is questioning,
suggesting, and disagreeing.
The participants in the study were twenty one third
grade students

(eleven girls and ten boys)

from a third
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grade class in a college laboratory school.
was carried out over a seven day period.
teacher delivered all the instruction;
and materials.

The instruction

The classroom

I provided the plans

The lessons and discussions were audiotaped;

I was also present to observe each session.

The teacher and

I discussed daily the outcome of each instructional session
and reviewed plans for the next.
The classroom observation notes,

the children's

written work, and the audiotapes provide evidence that the
children in this study were indeed able to grasp the concept
of a "math story",

its relationship to math word problems,

that different types of stories lead to different problems,
and that many problems can be written from one story.

The

results are encouraging; the notion of a math story and its
relationship to math story problems does appear to be a
feasible basis for instruction aimed at helping children to
construct the knowledge to comprehend and represent
arithmetic word problems.

This authoring approach holds

promise as a sound way to lead children to build actively
their own representational schemata for interpreting and,
ultimately,

solving word problems.

Further development and

refinement on this instructional approach are warranted.
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Instructional Sequence of 7 Day Pilot Study:

Day 1:

Discussion about math stories, math story problems.
Transform problems into stories together, aloud.

Day 2:

Children write math stories in pairs, given a
context.

Day 3:

Group discussion - write math story problems from
math stories.

Day 4:

In pairs, children write 3 math problems from their
math stories.

Day 5:

Teacher introduces compare and equalize stories.
Together as a class they write compare and equalize
problems for a static story (the terms "compare",
"equalize" and "static" are not used with the
children).
In their pairs, children write math stories (static)
with 2 numbers.

Day 6:

In pairs,
problems
Together,
story (a

Day 7:

In pairs, children write all the kinds of problems
(questions) they can think of to accompany the
group story.

children write compare and/or equalize
from their 2 number stories.
with the teacher, they write a group
complex one).

APPENDIX F
SCHOOL RESEARCH POLICY/
PARENT PERMISSION FORM
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SMITH COLLEGE CAMPUS SCHOOL
NORTHAMPTON, MA

01063

To the parents of

The Smith College Campus School has two main functions:
- To provide a challenging program for growth and learning for children
in the School.
- To provide a model program where Smith College students and faculty
(and occasionally those from others of the Five Colleges) can learn
about teaching, the learning process, and child development.
There are a number of programs that operate throughout the school year in
relation to the second function.
These include supervised student teaching,
classroom observation, and research.
Proposed research programs must be approved
by the department of the College in which they originate, the interdepartmental
Child Study Committee, and the Director of the Campus School.
If you have
any questions about this second function of the School, please contact me.
Would you please sign this form to indicate that you are aware of the two
functions of the School and that you approve of your child's participation
in all School programs relating to both functions.

Raymond A. Ducharme, Jr.
Director
RAD/ky

Signature:

Date:

APPENDIX G
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DRAFT OF INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE
Day 1

What is a math story problem?
Teacher presents 3 problems - link to math stories

Day 2

Teacher offers 3 different models of stories
(change, combine, coirpare/contrast) .
(Teacher doesn't label them or point out differences
and/or similarities.)
Asks children to write some math stories with their
partners.

Day 3

(Beforehand, teacher checks work - have students
written different types of stories?)
Explicit lesson:
Teacher begins, "I noticed that
you wrote different kinds of stories...."
- reads and posts an example of a pair's story
that is a "something happens" story
- reads and posts a "more/less" story
- reads and posts an "all together" story
(Teacher prepares beforehand an example of a type
if no particular example of that type came from
the children.)
Teacher asks students to review their stories nowasks for examples of "something happens" stories,
"more/less" stories, and "all together" stories.
She posts each example in the appropriate category
on the board, (or children post)

t

Day 4

In same pairs,
the 3 types.

children author a set of stories of

Day 5

Referring to the sets of stories children authored
on Day 4 and the story-problem connection discussed
on Day 1, teacher tells class, "One of the things
I noticed about these stories is that more than
one math problem can be created for each story.”

t;

Teacher gives children 3 teacher-prepared stories
and asks them to try to write 2 different questions
for each story.

Day 6

i

With whole group, starting with the first teacherprepared story, teacher and children generate a
list of all the questions written by the pairs on

Day 5.
(Goal:
to explore fully the different kinds of
questions you can ask.)
Class and teacher do this with each of the teacher
prepared stories from Day 5.

Day 7:

In pairs, children generate all the problems they
can for the stories they wrote on Day 2.

Day 8:

Children solve each others' sets of problems.
(End of second week.)

Day 9:

One more day of 3 teacher-prepared stories children generate all the possible questions for
each story.
(in pairs)

Rest of Week Three - move to writing more complicated
stories and problems (multiple operation, multiple
type).
Workshop Format:
writing stories, problems, and
solving them.

APPENDIX H
DAY ONE
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DAY 1

I.

Content/topic:
What's a math story problem?
What's a math story?
Math story problems come from math
stories.

II.

Teacher presentation:
A.

Teacher-led discussion

Materials
1. Poster board chart of 3 different kinds of math
stories.
2. Chalkboard or easel to record children's
definitions of math stories and problems.
3.

Poster board chart with definition of "math
story".

4.

List of the pairs (who will work with whom),
and their respective roles as "scribe" or
"the keeper of materials". (The teacher
prepares this.)

III.Student activity:
Teacher asks each pair to try to
write at least 5 math stories.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Folder for each pair,
2.

B.

labelled with their names.

5 pieces of lined composition paper in each
folder.

Products generated
1. 5 math stories per pair
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II.

THE TEACHER PRESENTATION

Begin the discussion about math word problems and math
stories.
What is a math problem?
Where do math problems
come from?
Lead children to connect that math problems come
from math stories.
What's a math story?
Record the
children's ideas on the chalkboard or easel.
Make explicit
the idea that math problems come from math stories.

"I have some examples of math stories to show you."
Post the poster board chart of examples of math stories.
(1
something happens, 1 altogether, 1 compare - don't label
them aloud or point out differences and/or similarities or
allow children to begin analyzing them.)
Read them aloud
and lead children to define "math story".

You bring closure to the discussion by posting and reading
aloud the prepared chart:
"A math story is any story,
happening, or event that has to do with quantities or
amounts.
Math stories have numbers in them.
Math problems
come from math stories."
(Remove the poster board charts with the examples of math
stories.
Leave the math story definition posted.)

"Today I'd like you to write some math stories.
You're each
going to work with a partner - I've chosen partners for
you.
(Show the partner list now.)
In your pairs you each
have the job of 'thinker' - and I've chosen one of you to be
'the keeper of your materials' and the other to be 'the
scribe' (the writer).
Discuss your ideas for each math
story before the scribe writes it down.
Use a new piece of
paper for each story.
I want each pair to try to write $
math stories.
Any questions?"

Don't say anything about guidelines for number size in the
stories they write.
As you circulate during the work
period, read the stories they're writing.
If you see
inappropriate number size, comment privately to that pair or
say something aloud to the whole group if it's happening
with more than a few.
Say that the problems have to be
sensible, they have to make sense, and the number size
should reflect this sensibility.
Also they should not be
problems with numbers so large that nobody would want to
solve them.
(We are interested in the kinds of stories
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children create without specific directions about number
size before they begin.)

If anyone asks about making problems, you tell them that
today they are writing stories and that youf11 all be
talking about problems on other days.
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POSTER BOARD CHART WITH DEFINITION OF MATH STORY:

Math problems come from math stories.

Math stories are any

stories or events that have to do with quantities or
amounts.

Math stories have numbers in them.
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Day 1
Math Stories:

Brittany has a collection of 15 maracas.
She gives 4 of her
maracas to her best friend.
Brittany has 11 maracas in her
collection now.

Tim and Hannah both enjoy reading books written by Jane
Yolen.
Tim has read 8 Yolen books.
Hannah has read 6.
and Hannah have read 14 books written by Jane Yolen.

Tim

The children enjoyed the Mexican fiesta held in their
classroom on Friday.
Angie and Teddy particularly enjoyed
the desserts.
Angie ate all 5 of the desserts offered.
Teddy ate 3 of them.
Angie ate 2 more desserts than Teddy
did.
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Some examples of math stories written by the collaborative
pairs:

Tim and Mitch went to Bob's.
They bought baseball cards for
75c. They had $1.00.
They had 25c left.

There are 20 people in a class at the Campus School.
There
are 12 classes with 20 people in each.
Rachel and Hannah
counted up all the people and there were 240.

Sara had 20 pieces of paper.
Teddy took 12 pieces of paper
from her.
Sara had 8 pieces of paper left.

Zack went to Lance's Comics.
He bought a $5.00 comic book.
He gave the man a $50.00 bill.
Zack got $45.00 change.

APPENDIX I
DAY TWO
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DAY 2

I. Content/topic:
There are different kinds of math
stories - altogether, something happens, and compare.

II. Teacher presentation:

Teacher-led discussion

A. Materials
1. 3 different kinds of math stories, each one
printed on a large piece of poster board and
displayed on board/wall (examples from
children's work on Day 1)
2.

3 large labels: altogether,
compare

something happens,

3. masking tape or pushpins to post children's work

III.Student activity:
Children categorize the math stories
they wrote the day before.
They post their stories on
the board/wall in the appropriate story category. They,
or the teacher, read their stories aloud and together
discuss what kind of math story each is and why.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Each pair receives its folder with the math
stories they wrote on Day 2.

B.

Products generated
1. Whole class generated story categorization.
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II.

THE TEACHER PRESENTATION

"I noticed something about the stories you wrote yesterday.
You wrote different kinds of stories.
Today we’re going to
look at examples of the different kinds of stories.
These
stories may look familiar to you.
They’re the ones you saw
posted yesterday.*’

Post each kind of story - 1 something happens, 1 altogether,
and 1 compare - in this order, horizontally on the board or
wall.
Read the stories and discuss them.
Lead children to
articulate how they’re similar and how they’re different.
Focus on the differences.

Tell the children that you’ve given each kind of story a
name:
”We*re going to call this kind of story a ’something
happens* story.”
Post the label above the something happens
story.
"Do you see where this name comes from?"
Do the same thing with the other two kinds: "altogether
story" and "compare story".
As you lead children to discuss
the labels, the attention should be on the structure of the
story, not on the words in the story.
We want the focus to
be on the meaning.

"I*m going to give back to you the stories you wrote
yesterday.
I’d like you to take a few moments, and with
your partners, read your stories to refresh your memories
about what you wrote. *’

"Look to see if you’ve written a story that is like the
first story here on the board/wall, a ’something happens'
story."
If there is a "match", tape that story under the
something happens story example.
Do this with each
category, encouraging participation from all the children.
Lead children to articulate why a story does or does not fit
in a particular category.

Summarize the session together, leading children to state
how the story types are different from one another.
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Day 2

Examples of math stories written by children on Day 1:

There was a little Mexican girl named Ana and she had a
garden.
She grew 5 daffodils and 4 pansies.
Ana had 9
flowers. (Altogether Story)

Nick had 10 teeth.
He lost 6 teeth.
(Something Happens Story)

Nick had 4 teeth left.

A little boy played basketball.
He got 100 points.
The
other boy got 64 points.
The first boy got 36 more points
than the second boy. (Compare Story)

APPENDIX J
DAYS THREE AND FOUR
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DAYS 3 AND 4

I. Content/topic:
(Build on Day 2fs content.)
There are
different kinds of math stories - altogether, something
happens, compare.

II. Teacher presentation:
Give directions for student
activity.
Refer to posted charts for examples.
Remove
charts once children begin written work.
A. Materials
1. 3 poster board charts: 1 example of an altogether
story, 1 example of a something happens story, and
1 of a compare story

III.Student activity:
Each pair writes a complete set of
math stories - 1 of each kind.
A.

B.

Supplied materials
1. Children*s folders,
composition paper

each with 3 pieces lined

Products generated
1. Complete set of math stories per pair
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II.

THE TEACHER PRESENTATION

Each pair authors a story based on each story type.
Review
poster board chart of each kind of story with children
before they go off to work in their pairs.

Leave the labels posted:
something happens story,
altogether story, and compare story.
Remove the examples of each story.
Remind children of their assigned roles in their pairs and
tell them that they are to use a new piece of paper for each
story.
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Altogether Story:
Aaron and Ian are both beginning to collect baseball cards.
Aaron has 21 cards.
Ian has 24.
They have 45 baseball
cards.

Something Happens Story:
Kate had a paper route with 19 customers.
Another 7 people
started taking the paper.
Now Kate has 26 customers on her
paper route.

Compare Story:
Penny and her father frosted the cupcakes to be served at a
party.
Penny frosted 8 cupcakes.
Her father frosted 12.
Penny frosted 4 fewer cupcakes than her father did.

APPENDIX K
DAY FIVE
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DAY 5

I. Content/topic:
There are many different questions you
can ask about 1 math story.

II. Teacher presentation:
student activity.

Teacher gives oral directions for

III.Student activity:
Each pair writes 2 different
questions for each story in a set of teacherprepared stories.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Set of teacher-prepared stories: 1 altogether,
2 something happens( + - ), 1 compare
2.

B.

Each pair's folder with this set in it and
4 pieces of lined composition paper

Products generated
1. 2 questions written for each story
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II.

THE TEACHER PRESENTATION

Referring to the sets of stories children authored on
Days 3 and 4 and the story-problem connection discussed on
Day 1:
"One of the things I noticed about these stories is
that more than one math problem can be created for each
story."
Give each pair a new set of stories and ask each pair
to write 2 different questions for each story.
Do not
provide any models or hints on how they should do this,
other than to tell them that they need to rewrite the story
each time they ask a new question (on the lined composition
paper provided in their folders).
We want the children to
figure out how to do this by discussing, exploring, and
inventing with each other in their pairs.
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Day 5

Set of stories in each pair's folder (each story is written
on a separate piece of paper for the children):

There was a pinata at the Group M party.
The children had
fun hitting it.
Jenna picked up 7 treats that had spilled
out of the pinata.
Ahmed picked up 9.
Jenna and Ahmed
picked up 16 treats.

Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.
Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Loren made 4 figurines.
Rachel made 1.
Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel did.

The children in Group M were preparing for their Mexican
fiesta.
They had made 22 tortillas.
4 of the tortillas
fell on the floor and had to be thrown away.
Then there
were 18 tortillas.

Ms. Frank loves Mexican jewelry.
She has 5 Mexican silver
pins in her jewelry box.
Her friend gives her 3 Mexican
pins for her birthday.
Ms. Frank now has 8 Mexican pins in
her jewelry box.

APPENDIX L
DAY SIX
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DAY 6

I. Content/topic:
(Build on Day 5.)
There are
many different questions you can ask about 1 math story.

II. Teacher presentation:
Teacher reviews with children
3 questions for the altogether story.
She presents
chart with directions for asking 3 questions.
A. Materials
1. Transparency #1

(the altogether story)

2. Overhead projector
3. Markers for the transparencies
4.

Poster board chart with directions for asking 3
different questions

III.Student activity:
Each pair of children writes a
third question for the 3 remaining stories they wrote 2
questions for yesterday.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Folders with the set of teacher-prepared
stories they worked on yesterday.

B.

Products generated
1. 3 different questions for 3 stories
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DAY 6
II.

THE TEACHER PRESENTATION

"Yesterday we talked about how many problems can be made
from one math story - in other words, you can ask many
questions about one math story."
"I gave you some stories and I asked each pair to ask two
questions about each story - to make two problems from each
story."
"That’s what you tried to do yesterday.
I know there wasn’t
time to finish and I know some of you found this
challenging. ’*

"Many of you did a good job writing one problem that asks a
question we’re all used to:"
"For example, (project Transparency #1):
Here’s what many
of you did for this story."
(Cover the last number with
your hand.)
"What’s the question you asked about this number?"
(Uncover
the number.
Record the question on the transparency
underneath the story.)

"Now, what if I leave this number out, what would the
question be?"
(Cover the second number with your hand.
Uncover it after children give input.
Record the question.)

"And, what if I leave out this number,
number), what would the question be?"

(Uncover number,

(cover the first

record the question.)

"So, we see here that there are how many different questions
we can ask?"
"Yes,

3 different problems we can make from this story."

"One question or problem for each number in the story."
(Point to model to make explicit.)
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"We just looked at how we made 3 different problems from
this 1 story.
We made 1 problem (we asked 1 question) for
each number in the story."
"I want you to continue making problems from the stories you
were working on yesterday."
"Be sure to discuss, discuss, discuss ideas before you do
any writing!"
(Ask them why they think they're working in
pairs - "two heads are better than one" - learn from each
other, learn different ways of thinking and doing, etc.)
"To review what you'll be doing today with your partner:"
(Post and read the poster board chart with directions for
asking 3 questions.)

CHART LOOKS LIKE THIS:

Write 3 different problems for each story.
for each story.

You must have 3

Ask yourselves:
"Have I asked a question about each number in the story?"
♦Choose 1 number - ask a question about that number.
♦Remember - Each problem will ask a different question.
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There was a pinata at the Group M party.
The children had
fun hitting it.
Jenna picked up 7 treats that had spilled
out of the pinata.
Ahmed picked up 9.
Jenna and Ahmed
picked up 16 treats.

***********************************************************
There was a pinata at the Group M party.
The children had
fun hitting it.
Jenna picked up 7 treats that had spilled
out of the pinata.
Ahmed picked up 9.
How many treats did
Jenna and Ahmed pick up?

There was a pinata at the Group M party.
The children had
fun hitting it.
Jenna picked up 7 treats that had spilled
out of the pinata.
Ahmed picked up some too.
Together
Jenna and Ahmed picked up 16 treats.
How many did Ahmed
pick up?

There was a pinata at the Group M party.
The children had
fun hitting it.
Ahmed picked up 9 treats that had spilled
out of the pinata.
Together, Jenna and Ahmed picked up 16
treats.
How many treats did Jenna pick up?

APPENDIX M
DAY SEVEN
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DAY 7

I.

Content/topic: A close look at the many different
different types of questions you can ask about 1 math
story.

II.

Teacher presentation:
Teacher uses the prepared
overhead transparencies to give explicit instruction
in question-asking, emphasizing how the questions
are different for each kind of story.
She focuses
specifically on the compare story/problem structure.
A. Materials
1. Poster board chart with directions

(from Day 6)

2. Overhead projector
3.

Transparencies of stories from Day 6

III. Student activity:

Large group discussion

A.

Supplied materials
1. None - children are attending to the overheads.

B.

Products generated
1. Children's input represented on the
transparencies, recorded by the teacher.
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Day 7

I. "Today we're going to look at the different kinds of
problems you wrote for the math stories.
We'll start with
the altogether story we did together as a group."
(Project the altogether story with its accompanying problems
on the overhead screen - you read aloud.)
"Who can review for us the process we went through to come
up with these questions?" (We want them to articulate the
strategy of asking a question for each number in the story.)

II. "Now I want you to look at this "something happens"
story.
I have already written out 2 of the questions, 2
problems, for this story.
I would like you to think about
what the 3rd question should be. (Read aloud story and the 2
problems.)
"What is the 3rd question or problem? (You
record.)
"Many of you asked this same question with different
wording.
Can you tell us some other ways of asking the same
question or writing the same problem?"
(Get some examples - don't take the time to record them.
Be
ready to probe for alternate wordings if they don't offer
any.)

III. Repeat the same sequence as in II. with the other
"something happens" story.
You will record the 3rd
question/problem in this case.

IV. Project the compare story.
Read it aloud.
"Here are
the kind of questions most of you wrote for this compare
story."
(This story was the one that presented the greatest
difficulty for them - these questions will reflect what most
of them did wrong- they asked the kinds of questions one
would ask of an "altogether story".)
"As I read these problems to you, I want you to ask
yourselves, 'Is there a question for every number in the
story?'"
(Read the problems.)
"What do you think of these questions?
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(Open them up for discussion - it would be ideal if some see
what is wrong with a question and the reasons why.)
Ask
them, "Why do you think so?" and questions of a probing
nature to get at their thinking.
Build on what they say.
Lead them to articulate the correct questions and record
them.
If they need more direction, focus in on each
question one by one.
You and they summarize together at the end how to go about
asking questions for a compare story - get them to "think
aloud".
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(Overhead transparency)

Something Happens Story-

Ms. Frank loves Mexican jewelry.
She has 5 Mexican silver
pins in her jewelry box.
Her friend gives her 3 Mexican
pins for her birthday.
Ms. Frank now has 8 Mexican pins in
her jewelry box.

***********************************************************
Ms. Frank loves Mexican jewelry.
She has 5 Mexican silver
pins in her jewelry box.
Her friend gives her 3 Mexican
pins for her birthday.
How many Mexican pins does Ms. Frank
have now?

Ms. Frank loves Mexican jewelry.
She has some Mexican
silver pins in her jewelry box.
Her friend gives her 3
Mexican pins for her birthday.
Ms. Frank now has 8 Mexican
pins in her jewelry box.
How many Mexican pins did she have
in her jewelry box before her birthday?

(FOLLOWING IS THE PROBLEM CHILDREN CREATED TOGETHER, WITH
THE TEACHER WRITING ON THE OVERHEAD.)
Ms. Frank loves Mexican jewelry.
She has 5 Mexican silver
pins in her jewelry box.
She got some more for her
birthday.
Altogether she has 8.
How many did she get for
her birthday?
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(Overhead transparency)

Something Happens Story

The children in Group M were preparing for their Mexican
fiesta.
They had made 22 tortillas.
4 of the tortillas
fell on the floor and had to be thrown away.
Then there
were 18 tortillas.

**********************************************************
The children in Group M were preparing for their Mexican
fiesta.
They had made 22 tortillas.
4 of the tortillas
fell on the floor and had to be thrown away.
How many
tortillas were left?

The children in Group M were preparing for their Mexican
fiesta.
They had made 22 tortillas.
Some of them fell on
the floor.
18 tortillas were left.
How many tortillas fell
on the floor?

(FOLLOWING IS THE PROBLEM CHILDREN CREATED TOGETHER, WITH
THE TEACHER WRITING ON THE OVERHEAD.)
The children in Group M were preparing for their Mexican
fiesta.
They had made some tortillas.
They dropped 4 on
the floor.
They had 18 left.
How many tortillas did they
start with?
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(Overhead transparency.)

Compare Story

Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.
Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Loren made 4 figurines.
Rachel made 1.
Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel did.

************************************************************
(FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLES OF THE KINDS OF PROBLEMS CHILDREN
CREATED IN THEIR COLLABORATIVE PAIRS.
THEY ARE NOT CORRECT
EXAMPLES OF COMPARE PROBLEMS.)

Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.
Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Loren made 4 figurines.
Rachel made 1.
How many figurines did Loren and Rachel make
together?
Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.
Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Altogether they made 5
figurines.
Loren made 4 figurines.
How many figurines did
Rachel make?
Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.
Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
They made 5 figurines
altogether.
Rachel made 1 figurine.
How many figurines did
Loren make?
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(Overhead transparency)

Compare Story

Group M made Mexican figurines in art class. Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Loren made 4 figurines.
Rachel made 1.
Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel did.

************************************************************
(FOLLOWING ARE THE COMPARE PROBLEMS CHILDREN CREATED
TOGETHER, WITH THE TEACHER WRITING ON THE OVERHEAD.)

Group M made Mexican figurines in art class. Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Loren made 4 figurines.
Loren made 3 more figurines than Rachel.
How many figurines
did Rachel make?

Group M made Mexican figures in art class.
Loren and Rachel
worked at the same table.
Rachel made 1 figurine.
Loren
made 3 more figurines than Rachel.
How many figurines did
Loren make?

Group M made Mexican figurines in art class.
Loren and
Rachel worked at the same table.
Loren made 4 figurines.
Rachel made 1.
How many more did Loren make than Rachel?
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DAY 8

I.

Content/topic:

Continuation of problem-making.

II.

Teacher presentation:
student activity.

Teacher gives directions for the

A. Materials
1. Chart with directions.

III.Student activity:
Each pair writes the remaining
question(s) for their sets of stories.
A.

Supplied materials
1. teacher-prepared worksheets in each folder

B.

Products generated
1. teacher-prepared worksheets completed
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Day 8

Directions:
1.

Read the math story.

2.
Discuss with your partner: Is the story an altogether,
something happens, or compare story?
3.
Write what kind of story it is on the line at the top of
the page.
4.

Read the problems for each math story.

5.
Discuss and work out with your partner what the third
problem would sound like.
6.

Write the problem.

7.

Proofread.
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e flier

Story

Mona and Kara went to the candy store.
Mona got 15 pieces
of chocolate and Kara got 10 pieces of licorice.
They had
25 pieces of candy in all.

Mona and Kara went to the candy store.
Mona got 15 pieces
of chocolate and Kara got 10 pieces of licorice.
How many
pieces of candy did they have in all?

Mona and Kara went to the candy store.
Mona got 15 pieces
of chocolate and Kara got some licorice.
They had 25 pieces
of candy in all.
How many pieces of candy did Kara get?

Mona, and Kara went do the candjj
Store. Kara, not 10 pieces of licorice.l.
Afonw bouaht Some, chocolate- Thetj
had £5 pieces of candu m allffow hiciiou pieces of chocolate,
dicl Mona bujj ?
•

(problem wri tten bj
d Collaborative^ pair)
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Story

Tim and Mitch were playing basketball.
Tim got 52 points.
Mitch got 57 points.
Mitch had 5 more points than Tim.

Tim and Mitch were playing basketball.
Tim got 52 points.
Mitch got 57 points.
How many more points did Mitch have
than Tim?

Please write 2 other problems for this math story.

and Mitch mere, playing basketball. Mitch got 57 points. Mitch
got 5 more points khan Tim
olid- tloui hnema points clid Tim

T/'m

rf?
~fl'm and Mitch uuert playing basket¬
ball- Tim got 53u points. A! itch
had 5 wore, points -than Tin
did. Hold manu points did

Mitch get ?

U ’

(problems written yj
CollahomtiVe- pair)
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•SoyneHv'ra Happens.

Story

Jenna had 40 baseball cards when she first started
collecting them.
She put 21 of them in her pants pocket.
Her pants got washed and the cards were ruined.
Jenna had
19 baseball cards left.

Jenna had 40 baseball cards when she first started
collecting them.
She put 21 of them in her pants pocket.
Her pants got washed and the cards were ruined.
How many
baseball cards did Jenna have then?

Jenna had 40 baseball cards when she first started
collecting them.
She put some of them in her pants pocket.
Her pants got washed and the cards were ruined.
Jenna had
19 baseball cards left.
How many cards did Jenna put in her
pants pocket?

dir net collected baseball cards.
She pub <2.1 of them fr her parts

pocket-

Her pants Qoi washed

0LY)d Hoe Cards uiere ruined- derm
had Id baseball cards leftdo uu man u cards ohd she start
With ?

C problem written bu
a. Collaborative pair)
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brnttium Happens.

Story

Angie collected trolls.
She had a birthday party.
She got
6 trolls and added them to a collection of 28.
Now Angie
has 34 trolls.

Angie collected trolls.
She had a birthday party.
She got
6 trolls and added them to a collection of 28.
How many
trolls does Angie have now?

Angie collected trolls.
She had a birthday party.
She got
some trolls and added them to a collection of 28.
Now Angie
has 34 trolls.
How many trolls did Angie get at her
birthday party?

Sj it CO IIt did ire IIs. She had cu
h'lrihddij party. Shi flei C frolIs
and added ihem ty her colltch'on.
Akw Am it has 3d hells. Hoiv
toanj mils did she. siarf cuffh ?
( problem ionitev\ hu cu
Collaborative pair)
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DAYS 9 AND 10

I. Content/topic:
Math stories can be longer, more
complicated...1 story can be made up of more than
1 kind of story.

II. Teacher presentation:
Teacher presents the content for
today.
Records children's ideas for combinations
of stories; e.g., altogether and something happens,
something happens and compare.
Gives directions
for the student activity.
A. Materials
1. Same charts as those used on Day 3:
story
labels and examples of kinds of stories
2.

Chalkboard or easel to record children's ideas
for story combinations

3.

Chart with directions

III.Student activity:
Each pair writes a more complicated
math story - 2 kinds in 1.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Folders with lined composition paper in each.

B.

Products generated
1. Each pair will write at least 1 multiple-kind
math story.
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Days 9 and 10

"You did a terrific job writing the questions, or problems,
for the four math stories!"
"Up to this point we've been working with small, simple math
stories and problems.
Sometimes math stories are much more
complicated than the ones we've been working with the last
few weeks."
"Today I'm going to challenge you to write one of these more
complicated math stories."
"I want you to try to write a story that has more than three
numbers.
Also, it must be a story that is made up of two
different kinds of math stories.
For example, it could be
an altogether AND a something happens story."
"Let's brainstorm a list of all the different story
combinations you could have in your math story."
(Record on
board, easel, or chart paper their suggestions.
We're
looking for....altogether and something happens, altogether
and compare, something happens and compare.)
"Your story can have one of these combinations in any order.
For example, it can be an altogether and something happens
story OR a something happens and an altogether story."
"I'm not going to give you an example of one of these more
complicated math stories because I want to challenge you to
stretch your minds to see what you can create with your
partners."
"It is important that you discuss ideas with your partner
before you write anything down.
You will probably need to
talk about how you're going to word your story once you
agree on your story idea.
You may need to write ideas down
and then rewrite as your story takes shape."
"Remember to think about meaningfulness - your story must
make sense, be sensible.
The numbers you use must reflect
this."
"I'm going to give you your folders now. In your folders you
will find some of the work you've already done.
You can
refer to it if you need to refresh your memories about the
different kinds of stories."
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"To summarize, today you are writing a more complicated math
story that has TWO kinds of math stories in it.
It also
must have more than three numbers.
It must be a sensible
story.
Any questions?"
(If children ask if they can write a story with MORE than
two story types, tell them they can after they have first
written a "two type" story.)
(Once again - our intent is to keep this a very open-ended
activity - we're following the same pattern we've
established throughout the study.
We will move to an
explicit lesson with models if the children's performance
reflects the need to do so.)

APPENDIX P
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DAYS 11 and 12
I. Content/topic:
Many different kinds of questions can
be asked about a multiple-type math story.

II. Teacher presentation:
Teacher presents chart with
directions for the student activity.
A. Materials
1. Chart with directions.

III.Student activity:
Each pair generates all the possible
questions for their story.
They identify what they
think is their hardest and easiest question.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Folders with respective pair's story and extra
lined composition paper.

B.

Products generated
1. Each pair will complete 1 multi-type math story
with accompanying questions, labelled "hardest"
and "easiest" accordingly.
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Days 11 and 12

"I was so impressed with the math stories you wrote
yesterday!
I also liked the way you discussed ideas with
your partner before you decided on the final version."
"Now I have another challenge for you!
I want you to try to
write all the questions, or problems, you can think of for
your story.
Remember, you will have more than 3 questions
because you have more than 3 numbers in your story."
"Soon you will be solving each other's problems."
"For today, this is how you should start - you'll probably
need two days for this work:"
Show chart and read directions:

1.
With your partner, write as many problems as you can
think of for your story!
(Remember, do not ask questions
about numbers not in your story.)
2.
When you're done with your problems, read them over, and
decide with your partner which problem you think is the
hardest and which is the easiest.
Label them "hardest" and
"easiest".

APPENDIX Q
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DAY 13

I. Content/topic:
(Continuation of Days 11 and 12.)
different kinds of questions can be asked about a
multiple-type math story.

II. Teacher presentation:
directions.

Many

Teacher presents chart with

A. Materials
1. Chart with directions

III.Student activity:
In their pairs, children solve each
others * math story problems.
They note what they
think is the hardest problem to solve and the easiest.
A.

Supplied materials
1. Each pair’s folder contains problems to solve.
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d tQZltst

Altogether f compare.*
Cathy and Margo were swimming laps.
Cathy swam 120 laps and
Margot swam 100 laps.
They swam 220 laps altogether.
How
many more laps did Cathy swim than Margot?

do laps
Wt kweuJ that Uo (joas do
More, khcih loo.
cl collaloorccti^e*
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3 easiest
Compare

t altogether'

There was a dog named Lucy.
Lucy ate 15 pieces of dog food.
Charlotte, another dog, ate some dog food too.
Charlotte
ate 5 more pieces of dog food than Lucy.
Altogether they
ate 35 pieces in all.
How many pieces of dog food did
Charlotte eat?
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V easiest
Somefhtnq happens f compareAaron and Penny were doing math stories.
They did a double
math story that counts for 2 stories and they did 12 other
single stories.
That makes 14 stories altogether.
If Penny
thought of 1 story, how many stories did Aaron make up?

1}

sion'ts

l¥c kfleu) thai 13 Lvas
I

kss 'khan N(solved hu a CollaborahVe.
Pair/
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o2. hardest
Somethi'na happens t altogether
Ian has some G.I. Joes.
Teddy gives him 27.
Now Ian has
87.
Then 4 break.
Now Ian had 83.
Teddy has 63.
Altogether they have 146 G.I. Joes.
How many did Ian have
at first?

(eO

Q.tp. J2es

f 11

89
(solved by

CL-

Collaborative.
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3 hardest
Something happens i altogether
Mitch and Tim haa DC cards.
Mitch had 51 cards.
Tim had
350.
Mitch gave some cards to Ian.
Mitch now had 45 cards.
Altogether Mitch and Tim have 395 cards.
How many cards did
Mitch give to Ian?

C?

Cards
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hardest
alfraether + somethi'nj happens
Anthony and'nis friend Drew were playing with their G.I. Joe
action figures.
Each boy had 44 figures.
Anthony got 12
figures from Drew.
Drew then had 32 action figures and
Anthony then had 56.
How many action figures did Drew and
Anthony have altogether?

8? G.t.

7oes

<

+ VV

(solved bu

a.

Collaborative, pair)
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